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1 Aims
This paper aims to fill a gap we see in policy and programme planning, not just in
development but across policy domains. It involves the question of effectiveness, for both
ex ante prediction and ex post evaluation: is your proposed programme likely to produce
the kind of results you are hoping for if implemented in the way you intend in this location
at this time? Did the programme that was implemented do what it was supposed to?
There is not much systematic, well-grounded advice available about how to answer
effectiveness questions, and especially how to answer them in a way that is recognisably
well justified. There are a great many useful specific suggestions about things that should be
considered, such as ensuring that local stakeholders are on board. What is missing is a
systematic account of the information you should have to back up claims, whether ex ante
or ex post, and how that information fits together. This paper offers an account of a type of
detailed theory of change (ToC) called ‘causal–process–tracing theory of change’ – process
ToC (pToC) for short. It can provide significant help for programme prediction, planning and
evaluation. A good pToC should make both the prediction and the evaluation of success
more reliable and pertinent:


It helps predict if a programme can be expected to work in a specific setting.



It offers insights into what design features are needed for success.



It provides invaluable information for monitoring whether the programme is on track
and for fixing problems that arise.



It reveals the causal processes and related assumptions to be tested in an
evaluation.



It helps in identifying evaluation questions.



It helps in interpreting evaluation findings, assessing their relevance, and locating a
description of them that is useful for programme design and evaluation in other
settings.

Some of the points we make may seem obvious. But we note that in many agencies,
including the Department for International Development (DFID), the programmes’ ToCs, are
not generally – if ever – constructed in a form that takes note of it all. Programmes fail over
and over again due to neglecting to account for the kind of information we describe,
information that often could have been assembled. Some of these oversights are so big as
to be startling, for instance: conditional cash transfer programmes set up to pay parents to
take children to clinics that didn’t exist. We aim to provide the conceptual tools necessary
to understand what should go into a good ToC.
We will discuss how to produce pToCs for a programme at two different levels. First there is
the pToC that represents how the programme should work across the range of settings for
which it is recommended. This wide-ranging theory can then be thickened to produce a
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more detailed and concrete pToC for each specific setting in which it is to be implemented.
We call this setting-specific theory the ‘local-level pToC’, and the more wide-ranging theory
a ‘middle-level theory’ since no programme design will hold universally.1
Who is the audience for this paper?
First, we start with those in many international development agencies, including DFID, who
design or endorse development programmes that are expected to work across a range of
settings. It is widely recognised that no programme will work everywhere. How are rational
decisions to be made about whether the programme you endorse will succeed in a
particular local setting? To make these predictions as relevant as possible, decision makers
need to know what must be in place and what guarded against in the local setting, step by
step, if the programme is to carry through successfully. They need a good local-level ToC.
This is where we think there is often a significant gap in DFID planning. Those making
decisions about what is best to do locally are generally not in a good position to figure out
just what is supposed to happen, one step after another, and what must be in place or
guarded against if the programme is to deliver the desired results. This is your programme
that you are designing or endorsing and that you know most about. So you should be trying
to provide local users with the maximal information possible to enable them to answer
these questions in a reliable and pertinent way. That is what the middle-level pToC for the
programme is supposed to do. However, a good middle-level pToC is not usually easy to
construct. It can take hard thought as well as more research and theorising. Our account of
what makes for a good middle-level pToC is intended to provide a framework that lays out
what kind of information you need to supply to make decision-making about particular local
settings more reliable and more solidly justified.
Some of the information that pToCs bring together is generally known but only implicitly
noted, exists only in people’s heads, or is documented in ways not linked to the ToC, such as
risk mitigation plans or evaluation checklists. The problem is that the information is either
not made explicit or not articulated and documented early enough, or not sufficiently
incorporated into the thought process for building a meaningful ToC. So long as this
information remains scattered or in the heads of designers, it cannot be of help.
For other information, developers and researchers will need to do the hard work and the
additional research required for figuring it out. We urge DFID programme designers to
undertake the research necessary to produce good middle-level pToCs and those
commissioning programmes from elsewhere to demand them. As Nobel-prize-winning
economist Angus Deaton remarked: ‘There is a great attraction of being able to make policy
recommendations without having to construct models. I understand the appeal..., but I
believe that attempts to do so are bound to fail’.2

1

Beyond the lack of a clear set of tools for conceptualising what good ToCs for prediction and evaluation consist of, there are surely other reasons that these are so seldom on offer. Just what these are, and how to manage them, is beyond our scope.
2
Deaton 2019
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Second, we address those who are making, or participating in, decisions about whether or
not – and how – to implement a recommended programme in a specific local setting. You
will need to make a judgement – an informed judgement – about whether the programme
is likely to deliver the desired results in that setting. For this you should have a local pToC
detailing just what is needed, step by step, for programme success in your local
environment. An invaluable starting point for this will be the middle-level pToC for the
programme. But because this ToC describes a process that is meant to work across a range
of settings, it will inevitably use language that is general and abstract. You need to know
what these general terms amount to in the local setting. For instance, from our case study 1,
the general programme pToC for the use of innovative mobile phone applications to
support nutrition outcomes talks about ‘health workers’. In the Indonesian setting we
discuss, it is important to realise that in Indonesia, the health workers involved are, more
concretely, specific volunteer community health staff. In case study 3 on conditional cash
transfers (CCTs), the middle-level pToC calls for the transfers to be low cost to recipients. In
Northern Macedonia that was achievable by using cheques cashable at local banks and post
offices. But that might not be the way to make transfers low cost to recipients elsewhere.
There can also be specific factors that will be relevant in a particular setting that do not
generally matter elsewhere. So you, or those who advise you, will have to ‘thicken’ the
middle-level programme pToC to make it fit your local setting. We describe in Section 3
what such a thickened local pToC should contain.3
Third are those who evaluate programmes that have been implemented to judge whether
the programme did achieve the intended results. Most evaluators already recognise the
importance of a good ToC as a source of indicators of whether the programme genuinely
contributed to improved results or not. The kinds of ToCs we urge – pToCs – provide a very
strong source of indicators to look out for.4
Finally, we address anyone interested in designing, researching or evaluating programmes.
Besides the accounts we offer of what middle-level and local-level programme pToCs should
look like, the additional take-home message for this audience is: middle-level theory
matters. This paper will explain where and why.
We shall use two case studies as running examples, one in each of the two areas DFID has
asked us to consider: health and democratisation. The first, labelled ‘mHealth’, involves the
use of mobile phones (specifically smartphones) and associated technology to improve
children’s growth status in settings where children are measured and treated in community
health clinics but data is reviewed and aggregated, and resources are allocated, in locations
distant from the clinics. The other is a general anti-corruption programme that harnesses
dedicated and visible, powerful leadership to effect change. We also discuss a third case
3

There are other ways to justify a prediction about programme effectiveness in situ than via the use of a good
local pToC. For instance, sometimes there may be strong reasons to support the claim that this setting is sufficiently like settings in which this kind of programme has worked well in all significant respects. But beware. To
be justified, this kind of claim needs to be supported by good reasons – a kind of loose ‘induction by simple
enumeration’ will not do. These kinds of reasons are hard to come by, especially in the absence of a good pToC
that shows what the significant factors are that affect success.
4
There is a call for constructing specific evaluations of locally implemented programmes so that they can help
teach general lessons about the programme, which would allow the generation of a better general pToC for
the programme.
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study, an example of a CCT to illustrate thickening a middle-level theory to adapt it to a
specific setting. You can read about these cases in Section 5, where we have constructed
exemplars of a pToC for each. But the use we make of them in the main text should not
require any detailed understanding of them.
Most readers will be familiar with some of what we say, and different readers with different
backgrounds will probably be familiar with different things. A few readers will recognise
much. That is all to the good. We do not cut our proposals from whole cloth but build them
on different bodies of work from different domains that have already been well
researched.5 What we stress is the need for programme designers to articulate the long
sequences of intermediate cause–effect relationships necessary to achieve the targeted
goal of the programme and the importance of the middle-level causal principles, which
underwrite each cause–effect pair in the sequence. These principles are important for
identifying what factors are necessary for the production of the effect at each stage and
what factors will dilute or prevent it.
We should underline that we do not try to reiterate general lessons that hold for almost all
programmes and that are widely and well discussed elsewhere.6 Rather we focus on how to
evaluate the effectiveness (or not) of a proposed programme for a set of specified results
in a specific local setting in a systematic and informed way – information that is essential
for a reasoned decision about whether to try to implement that programme in that setting
to achieve those results.
2 Theories of change
2.1 Introduction to ToCs and middle-level principles
To get started, this section will explain what we mean here by ‘theory of change’ and
‘middle-level theory’. We begin with middle-level programme ToCs: pToCs for programmes
that are expected to be applicable across different settings (though seldom universally). Our
proposals are intended to improve their design, since they generally do not have all the
ingredients they need to make it easier to thicken them with information about the local
setting to build more-reliable local pToCs.

5

Our proposals draw heavily on Wesley Salmon’s process theory of causation (Salmon 1998) and J. L. Mackie’s
INUS (‘Insufficient but Necessary parts of an Unnecessary but Sufficient condition) account (Mackie 1980); on
Jon Elster’s work on psychological and social middle-level tendency principles (‘mechanisms’ in his vocabulary)
(Elster 2007); on realist evaluation’s stress on activities and on its work on processes (‘mechanisms’ in their
vocabulary) (Pawson et al. 2004) and of EBM+ (http://ebmplus.org/). We also draw on the more concrete proposals of Cartwright and Hardie 2012, Munro et al. 2016, Layne et al. 2014, Howard White (eg White 2009;
2018), on similar ideas from the International Rescue Committee’s outcome and evidence framework and
many others.
6
Such as the need for stakeholder involvement, widespread barriers to organisational change, the general
importance of the larger environment in which programmes are set, the need to address differences in understandings of what the problems are and what intended results should be.
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As Rick Davies reports in his CEDIL inception paper ‘Representing Theories of Change:
Technical Challenges with Evaluation Consequences’,7 ‘Stein and Valters (2012) have
explored various interpretations and concluded that despite the variety of views “Theory of
Change is most often defined in terms of the connection between activities and outcomes,
with the articulation of this connection the key component of the Theory of Change
process” (emphasis added)’. Our pToCs build from this idea. The pToC for a programme is a
model that presents the step-by-step process by which the programme is to produce its
intended results, including specific information about the principles of change for each step
and their implications.8
Recall that we shall discuss theories of change at two levels. First at the middle level – the
pToC design for programmes that are expected to be of use not just in one place but more
generally across some specified kinds of settings. The second is at the local level – a pToC
specific to a particular setting. These are a key source for predicting if the programme can
work in the local setting, and they are also a valuable source of indicators for post hoc
evaluation of whether a programme did what it was supposed to in the local setting.9
ToCs are usually presented using arrows and variables. Our pToCs are meant to trace the
causal process by which the results are to be achieved. The arrows represent causal
relations: each step is meant to cause the next. A central feature of the pToCs we
recommend is the inclusion of the causal principles by which each step is to produce the
next. These will usually be middle-level tendency principles. Here we explain briefly in what
sense they are middle level. Later in Section 2.3, when discussing assumption type 2, we will
explain what we mean by calling them ‘tendency principles’. You can find a more thorough
account in the Appendix.
‘Middle-level theory’10 is a loose umbrella term. In social science, middle can be with
respect to the level of abstraction or to the level of generality and breadth or both. On one
side, it covers anything between down-to-earth local predictions in language that is readily
applied and operationalised. On the other, it covers high social theories, including those of
Karl Marx, John Maynard Keynes, Pierre Bourdieu, Anthony Giddens and Judith Butler, with
their abstract, general concepts such as materialist theory of history, monetary versus fiscal
policy, habitus, structuration and gender performativity respectively. We shall discuss two
7

Davies 2018
Theories of change are richer than logic models since they go beyond the activities to ‘define the assumptions and necessary and sufficient preconditions for the sequence of outcomes needed to reach a goal’ (Dhillon and Vaca 2018, 65). Generic causal links refer to ‘the simplistic relationships among elements using arrows.
They provide the reader an indicator of the causal order of and relationship between different outcomes that
are caused by the strategies and activities’ (Dhillon and Vaca 2018, 68). In addition, specific causal links offer a
‘nuanced depiction of relationships among elements using arrows and lines’ (Dhillon and Vaca 2018, 69).
These relationships are not necessarily linear, even though the arrow is clearly meant to influence a particular
output.
9
Note that these are not meant to be useful for generalising. They are to help us get right the prediction about
whether this programme will work here. Whether – and where – it will work elsewhere requires a great deal of
theorising and research. How to go about the construction of a well-constructed theory of where a general
programme will work is not our topic here, beyond the suggestions that follow from identifying a good middlelevel pToC for the programme.
10
The term originates in the work of Robert Merton (Merton 1968). For more about it see Boudon 1991. For
application specifically in the domain of programme evaluation see Pawson 2009.
8
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interrelated types of middle-level theory that can help in predicting a programme’s
effectiveness in target settings:


the pToC for the programme.



middle-level principles or tendency principles – psychological, social, political
and economic.

We have already explained why we call the first ‘middle’ level – they are not expected to
apply everywhere but they are expected to apply across a range of settings. They also use
language that is more abstract than in local-level theories but not so abstract as to be
untestable. The second are between familiar high-level principles such as ‘agents act to
maximise their expected utility in the face of expectations about others doing the same’ and
principles very specific to particular groups or settings, such as ‘Arsenal supporters tend to
wear red and white and, before the match, meet at the Tollington or the Twelve Pins’. We
discuss these and their importance in effectiveness prediction more in Section 2.3 when we
turn to assumption type 2.
2.2 Building up a middle-level programme pToC
This section will show the steps involved in producing a middle-level programme pToC. Our
aim with these pToCs is just like that of the action effect method (AEM) developed for
medical care interventions. As its developers report, ‘the need for programme theories and
logic models is well articulated. However, there is little practical guidance available on how
to construct good quality diagrams. The AEM adds to this through explicit articulation of the
components of programme theory and their relationship to one another in diagrammatic
form, something that other models often lack. Articulating complex concepts in a single
diagram plays an important cognitive role in supporting readers’.11 The AEM offers a basic
arrows-and-variables model depicting the causal process by which a programme is expected
to produce the targeted outcome. We shall enrich this to include further kinds of
information needed for predicting whether the programme will work and showing the
relations among these various types of information.
Our project is thus wider than others we have seen addressing what should be in a ToC. But
it is also narrower in some respects. For instance, we suppose that there are already a
clearly articulated aim and an articulated programme. When designing or adjusting a
programme to suit a local context, it is (as many reports urge) useful, and often necessary
from a practical, ethical and political point of view, to agree on the programme design and
intended results locally with all stakeholders involved, including those who must implement
the programme and those who may benefit or lose from it.12 How to negotiate and settle on
11

Reed et al. 2014, 7.
This is seen, for example, with child protection in the UK, where there is often a disconnect between what
the government promotes (research-based policy and the ‘what works’ centres) and the issue discussed by
senior managers in child protection services (see Munro 2011). The disconnect is partly in the different views
of outcomes for service workers and government and what are considered as factors of success; for example,
the language of better outcome for children and uncertainty about what good might look like. The same kind
of disconnect can readily occur in development programmes as well.
12
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aims is beyond our scope. We focus instead on predicting ex ante and evaluating ex post if
programmes achieve those aims. We aim to identify information that a pToC should include
for programmes designed to produce already articulated outcomes. These middle-level
programme pToCs are intended to maximise the help they provide to those making
decisions about local programme adoption and implementation for building local models
that produce more reliable predictions about the chance of achieving the results selected.
We begin with the simplest version of this kind of pToC: a simple input–output arrows-andvariables model. Many programme ToCs are presented in this way, with the programme
input at the head of the arrow and the expected output at the tail, as in Figure 1. We start
there and consider a series of steps to follow next.13
Figure 1: input–output arrows-and-variables model

A programme seldom has the desired outcome as a first immediate effect. Rather, the effect
is brought about through a series of intervening steps, each causing the next, eventually
producing the outcome. Simple arrow-and-variables ToCs (sometimes called ‘impact
pathway diagrams’) are meant to represent the sequence of significant causal steps in the
process that is supposed to produce the final outcome from the programme intervention.
They look like Figure 2.
Figure 2: impact pathway diagram

The kind of pToC we prescribe is meant to help both with predicting whether and to what
extent a programme will produce its intended results in a targeted local setting. It is also
meant to help with post hoc evaluation of whether it has done so if it has been
implemented. That affects what the arrows and the variables represent and how many
boxes there should be.

13

There are a variety of ways of trying to represent visually many of the different kinds of information that we
urge should be in a good pToC. We use one that we have been developing for a while (see for instance Munro
et al. 2016) and that we find especially helpful. There is also a lot of software being developed, some of which
can be of aid here too (see, for example, Monitoring and Evaluation NEWS).
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Arrows: as noted, these are meant to show that the variables represented in the box at the
head of the arrow cause those in the box at the tail, in contrast to mere time sequencing.
For example, it is not just that soap was delivered and hands were clean at lunch but that
the soap helped to cause the hands to become clean. Items appearing later in the diagrams
are meant to occur later; those connected by arrows are meant to be seen as cause–effect
pairs.
Variables: the variables in the box at the head of the arrow are to be a cause of the effect in
the box at the tail. This is not always what we find in an arrows-and-variables chart.
Sometimes the boxes in the middle mark high points or indicators of success along the way.
This can be useful for some purposes, but it is not what one needs to know to predict
whether a programme will work in a target setting. As realist evaluation and causal process
theories stress, because the variables in the ToC are to pick out causes, they will generally
represent activities of either individuals or of institutions and not just states of affairs.
Sometimes in a ToC only one or two intermediates appear in the middle. This can be all right
if the process, from start to finish, does not cover much time and space. But generally that is
not so. A good pToC for helping with design, prediction and evaluation should include every
significant intermediate step that must be produced along the way if the initial programme
intervention is to generate the final result. Otherwise, we risk overlooking significant
information that could help to predict success or failure.
When, as is always the case in development contexts, the inputs and outcomes of interest
are separated in time and space, the two must be connected by a continuous causal
process. If any stages in this process are missing, the desired results cannot be expected. If
they are weak, the outcome is diluted or threatened. So it is important to map out all the
significant causal steps in between.14 Figure 3 provides an example of a ToC from a DFID
document with a short number of intermediate steps, though it does underline the
important point that many of these causal sequences will have feedback loops. Feedback
loops are causal circles in which an effect of a process produces effects that can affect the
future running of the process. They can be either positive, enhancing the process, or
negative, making it weaker. They often occur over longer time frames than the programme
itself.

14

See White and Booth 2003

13

Figure 3: example of ToC with short set of intermediary steps

Figure 4, cited in Davies (2018), is a good example of a more detailed arrows-and-variables
model with feedback loops.15
Figure 4:16 example of ToC with feedback loops

15

The further claims for mHealth also involve loops. The availability of data taken to be accurate and reasonably comprehensive plus the improved nutrition of children where mHealth is used are expected to promote
more government attention and resources to problems of childhood nutrition. We are not graphing these further stages to avoid the diagrams becoming so complicated as to be unreadable. Although loops are not uncommon, our three cases contain only one.
16
Davies 2018 (originally in Haiku Analytics 2018)

14

DFID commonly expects that data and evidence for impact, outcomes and outputs be
tracked as part of a programme’s regular monitoring and quarterly reporting procedures.
This leads to the production of ‘results chains’ in output–outcome–impact charts for
programmes. See Figures 5 and 6 for examples.
Figure 5:17 output–outcome–impact chart example

17

DFID 2017

15

Figure 6:18 output–outcome–impact chart example

These provide a kind of wish list. They can be helpful in detailing and sorting different
desirables that are meant to be achieved and for monitoring that these are or are not being
accomplished. There is first what the programme is narrowly designed to produce (the
output or product), then the short-term effects on people or social institutions those
outputs are supposed to be in aid of (outcomes) and finally the longer term, often indirect
effects we hope will be achieved (impact). and then But these diagrams do not give any
indication of what the sequence of steps are. By what process is the input supposed to lead
to the output? By what process is the outcome to lead to the impact? With respect to
effectiveness, we may be interested in whether the input will lead to one or another or all
of these in the target setting.
However, mapping out the sequence of significant steps along the way is not going to be
enough to help with reliable prediction, as is widely recognised in discussions of ToCs. As
Davies (2018) quotes from a recent review of ToCs, ‘theories of change are typically made
up of boxes and arrows. Boxes are filled with text descriptions of events, and arrows
connect them, representing expected causal connections between these events’.19 But,
Davies argues, it is the connections between the events in a ToC that are most problematic,
since the arrows connecting the events in a simple arrows-and-variables ToC are without
annotation and there is therefore a lack information on the nature of those connections.20
There are a variety of different suggestions about what more is needed. The ones we urge
are chosen specifically for their importance in helping to build local models that will make
more-reliable predictions.
2.3 Six types of assumption
Here we describe the kind of assumptions that are part of a good theory for ex ante
prediction and post hoc evaluation.

18

DFID 2016
Davies 2018, 4
20
Davies 2018, 5–6
19

16

The first step in constructing a pToC is the one noted already: the sequencing of important
causal interactions that must each occur one after the other if the outcomes are to obtain
as hoped.21 Next is to add what Howard White calls the underlying assumptions that the
ToC makes, which include both the overall programme theory and many other middle-level
principles, as well as assumptions about what specific kinds of fact must obtain if the
programme is to deliver the expected results.22 Calling these ‘assumptions’ does not imply
that we take it for granted that these factors or conditions are present. On the contrary,
they are factors or conditions that need to be present (or absent) to enable the causal
process to carry through step by step. We organise these assumptions about why and how
the programme is supposed to produce the final results according to the role we see them
playing in ensuring that the process goes through. We sort these assumptions into six
categories:
1. The overall programme theory, which usually includes a number of middle-level
principles that together explain why the programme inputs should be able to
produce the desired outputs and outcomes.
2. The middle-level principles (generally these will be tendency principles, see below in
our discussion of this assumption plus the Appendix to learn what these are) that
underwrite each step in the causal sequence.
3. For each step, the support factors that must be in place for that step to help to
produce the next (sometimes called ‘moderators’ or ‘interactive variables’).
4. For each step, the derailers that may prevent the next step or diminish the chances
of it being successfully produced.
5. For each step, what safeguards might protect the causal process from derailers.
6. A general account of the range of application, i.e. the kinds of settings where the
programme can be expected to work.
Figure 7 presents a simple example of these assumption types for the mHealth and
Nutrition example from case study 1. Assumption type 1, the overall programme theory,
explains why the programme should be expected to be able to produce the final targeted
results. Assumption type 6, range of application, is again about the overall programme and
its results (though the restriction in the chart is only one among all those that will be
suggested by looking at every step). Assumption types 2–5 are about each step in the pToC,
and here we look at steps 2 and 3 for illustration.
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This step-by-step sequence is what in Evidence Based Medicine Plus (EBM+) literature is called the ‘mechanism’ connecting input and outcome. EBM+ is a voluntary network stressing the importance of mechanistic
evidence in judging efficacy and effectiveness in medicine.
22
White 2009
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Figure 7: the six types of assumption: the case of an mHealth intervention
Type

Example

Overall middle-level
theory

Accurate identification of underweight infants in the community health
clinics is to lead to more timely submission of data from local to district
health centres, especially in rural areas.

Mid-level causal
Automated methods for doing so promote data submission.
principles guiding each
step
Step 2  step 3
Support factors

Community health workers are able to submit the data.

Step 2  step 3
Derailers
Step 2  step 3

Safeguards
Step 2  step 3
Range of application

Community health workers could be prevented by external pressures or
other priorities from doing so; they could see other tools as dominating
the automated methods; the technology could fail.

Procedures added to ensure that community health workers believe in
the tools and do not have too many other pressures; procedures also
added to ensure that the technology works properly.
mHealth will not contribute to the expected degree of improvement
where community health workers are already good at following the
formula for calculating nutrition status. Otherwise it should work well
where all requisite support factors can be put in place along with
safeguards against all derailers.

Assumption type 1: overall programme theory
Overall programme theory explains why a programme could initiate a process that can
result in the desired outcome. This is what realist evaluation usually means when they call
for the mechanism of the programme to be described.
These theories may be simple in structure or they may be fairly elaborate. For an example of
a relatively simple theory, consider mHealth programmes, where part of the theory refers to
data accuracy. The theory is that technology will improve the accuracy of data on children’s
18

nutrition status and this in turn will promote a better response by key nutrition
stakeholders, e.g. faster referrals to a midwife or other health services. This assumes that
one of the reasons response rates have been historically low is the perceived inaccuracy of
data on children’s weights.23 We could call this the ‘boy who called wolf’ theory: if a signal
has proven inaccurate in the past, we will stop using it.
By contrast, the Nigerian Partnership to Engage, Reform and Learn (PERL) programme,
which we use as the basis for our anti-corruption pToC, has evolved an overall theory with a
large number of related assumptions. In the 2019 programme level report, ten assumptions
are presented, in two groups.24 The first four are about how governance reform and service
delivery improvements happen in Nigeria. (They label this ‘Theory of Change’ but we shall
not adopt their terminology since they use the phrase in a different way from us.) Here is
one example:
Reform occurs through a combination of supply-side, demand-side and evidence
changes.
The other six constitute a theory of how PERL can most effectively support change,
including, for instance:
PERL can work most effectively by incorporating locally led, problem-driven, context
appropriate, politically smart adaptive and partnership based approaches.
These are the basic assumptions PERL uses to identify and underwrite potential change
pathways and to show how these lead to improved delivery of public goods and services.
The 14 change pathways they describe are each intended to eliminate a bottleneck or
obstacles they have identified to improved service delivery in Nigeria. They comprise 14
separate input–outcome pairs, such as greater budget realism, which is supposed to enable
timely release of funds for predetermined priorities, as in Figure 8. These are thus the basis
for a simple two-step input–outcome ToC, ripe for developing into more detailed multi-step
pToCs that can be used for prediction and planning PERL programmes and for their
subsequent evaluation.
Figure 8: example of change pathway to eliminate an obstacle

Assumption type 2: middle-level (primarily tendency) principles

23
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Barnett et al. 2016
PERL 2019, 3
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Then we will need a myriad of smaller theories. Each step is supposed to play a role in
producing the next, and that it can do so should not be an accident. There must be a reason
why that particular factor can cause that particular effect, some well-justified principle it is
in accord with. These principles may be ones that hold fairly generally (though very seldom
universally), or across a specific range, or they may hold over a highly restricted range. But
they must be principles that there is good reason to believe can hold across the range of
settings in which the programme is expected to work. We clump principles of all these
different degrees of generality together under the heading ‘middle-level theory’. Most will
be tendency principles.
What is a tendency principle? We discuss them in more detail in the Appendix. Here we give
a brief account to provide a sense of them. The term comes from John Stuart Mill,25 who
argued that most of the principles to be uncovered in political economy will tell what effect
a cause is tending to, not what effect actually occurs. That is because what happens is
usually the result of a number of different causes pushing and pulling in different directions
at once. These tendency principles often describe familiar psychological or sociological
dispositions widespread across individuals or institutions, or widespread in individuals and
institutions in specific settings. In this sense, tendency principles are not deterministic.26
Tendency principles are often familiar behavioural principles, such as ‘parents tend to act in
the interests of their children’. Equally, they may be the result of social science research,
such as ‘people tend harbour implicit biases’. Either way, they generally cannot be relied on
to tell what must happen. Instead they describe what the cause tends to. This is means that:


You may have to do something to call the cause into action.



Even when the cause acts, the indicated effect may not be the observed outcome
because other causes influence that outcome as well.



Nevertheless, the cause may push the outcome in the direction indicated.

Many middle-level tendency principles can seem too commonplace to warrant the label
‘theory’, such as the principle we mentioned that parents tend to look after the interests of
their children. Others can be so specific as to hardly seem middle level, such as ‘the mHealth
technology tends to accurately calculate growth status’ or ‘mHealth technology tends to be
well designed’. We shall give more examples and discuss these in some detail later.
Nevertheless, it is probably easier first to come to grips with the kind of additional
information that these principles can aid in discovering – facts about support factors,
derailers, safeguards and range of application.
We represent the principles that cover the causal relation at any step by a curved arrow
above, from one box to the next, as in Figure 9.

25

Mill 1848
Even when no other causes interfere, the canonical effect may not occur even when the tendency is properly triggered if the disposition is fundamentally probabilistic.
26
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Figure 9: illustration of the principles that cover the causal relation at each step

Sometimes the programme design may envisage that the causal relation at one stage or
another can occur under more than one principle. In the case of anti-corruption, there are
many principles that get bureaucrats with different dispositions to adopt a pro-reform
mindset. One tendency, which we might expect among the more active bureaucrats, is to
positively adopt a pro-reform mindset once they see that reform is a live option. Another
tendency, which may be likely to operate among the more passive bureaucrats, is to comply
with whichever mindset is popular. Once a pro-reform mindset becomes popular, the more
passive bureaucrats adopt it. Yet another tendency, likely to operate among the more
sceptical bureaucrats, is to adopt a pro-reform mindset once they see tangible results. And
so on. In this case, more than one curved arrow can be inserted. Registering all these
different principles matters since they require different support factors if they are to be
triggered, and they can have different derailers.
Assumption type 3: support factors
Few of the things we call ‘causes’ can produce their effects by themselves. They almost all
need other factors to cooperate with them to make it likely that the cause will have the kind
and/or size of result expected. We call these necessary factors ‘support factors’. (Others call
them ‘helping factors’, ‘moderators’ or ‘interactive variables’). Each causal link in a pToC will
almost certainly require support factors to enable the feature at the left of the arrow to
result in the effect at the end of the arrow. For instance, consider this two-step input–
outcome ToC from PERL’s document Public Sector Reform in Nigeria – What Works?27
2001 addition of Nigeria to the list of Non-Cooperative Countries or Territories
(NCCTs) for non-cooperation in combating money laundering  effective repression
of money laundering in Nigeria and 2013 removal of Nigeria from the list.
It is clear that blocklisting will never produce reform on its own. It takes a lot of additional
factors to be in place with it before any such results can be expected. PERL lists four support
factors that worked with the blocklisting to produce reform:

27



Government concern that international blocklisting would harm foreign investment
and Nigerians abroad.



President Obasanjo’s background in anti-corruption.



High-profile arrests that built credibility.

Hussein and Sharp 2018
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Effective use of technology that supported public accountability.

For a second simple illustration, consider our example of mHealth, where the first step in
the ToC is that mHealth is administered and its use is mandated at the local level; the
second step is that infants’ weight data is recorded in smartphones at community health
clinics. Immediately we see that a number of support factors are required if step 1 is to lead
to step 2, including:


Community health workers have the capacity to use mHealth.



Community health workers accept that using mHealth is good for their clients.



Mothers and infants attend the clinics on a regular basis.

Epidemiologists graph the collection of all the factors that must be in place together in what
are called ‘causal pies’. A causal pie for the PERL blocklisting process might look like Figure
10.
Figure 10: causal pie for the PERL blocklisting process

We should also note that there may be more than one set of factors that can cooperate
with a given cause to produce the desired effect. For instance, in the blocklisting example, a
strong and committed judiciary and police force may have substituted had the president
lacked experience with anti-corruption.
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The need for support factors is not peculiar to these sweeping two-step input–outcome
chains. Rather, everywhere a causal arrow appears between two factors, support factors
will be called for. Thus, this is our lesson here:
A middle-level programme pToC should work to include all the support factors that
can be figured out that are essential to the overall theory and for each step. This
matters because a causal process is only as strong as its weakest link. Any real
implementation of the programme will fail anywhere that a necessary support factor
is missing at any stage of the process, from programme inputs to hoped-for
outcomes.
It is important to note that support factors may cross levels. Organisations often need and
benefit from support factors supplied by the systems – larger units of government or society
– of which they are subsystems. Obvious examples that apply widely are funding, realistic
(vs unrealistic) expectations, prioritising appropriately, setting the right incentives or
instancing an appropriate commitment and culture.
In constructing the diagram for a general programme pToC, to represent a set of causal
factors that must all be in place together at a given step if they are to make the contribution
required towards the next step, we enclose all the factors necessary to operate together in
a circle at the head of the arrow. One might mark out the factors in this circle that
programme protocol proposes in some special way, perhaps in a different colour or in a box,
as in Figure 11, which is taken from our anti-corruption example (see Figure 10).
Figure 11: alternative diagram for a middle-level programme pToC

Note that the causal arrow does not originate at the box. The box represents the factor that,
through a sequence of previous steps, is meant to be a (partial) effect of the programme
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intervention at the start. Rather, the arrow starts from the circle that includes all the factors
that must cooperate with that one if the next step is to be produced.
When, as is not unusual, there is more than one set of factors that can cooperate with a
cause to produce the desired effect, as in the blocklisting example, we represent this with
different circles surrounding different factors at the head of an arrow, as in Figure 12.
Figure 12: diagram of different sets of support factors that can help the same cause
influence the same effect

It is important to be careful to avoid excessively high expectations. Even in the most wellresearched, well-understood cases (and even ignoring the effects of derailers, which we
discuss in the next section), getting a full set of all known support factors in place may not
secure the effect required. Our certainty about our predictions for success must be adjusted
to reflect the extent that these are unknown. Our plans for implementation, monitoring and
stopping the programme in the case that things are not going well must reflect the degree
of uncertainty involved, the relative benefits, and the costs of success and failure versus the
costs of monitoring, among other things.
Support factors may be unknown for at least three different reasons. The first is because at
any stage the highlighted cause and its support factors are seldom the only set of causes
that affect what happens next. Multiple other causes will be affecting the outcome
independently of the ones implicated in the programme pathway, often pulling in different
directions. The most we can expect from even a full set of mutually supporting factors is
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that they make the contribution expected at that stage: they pull the actual outcome in the
right direction but do not dictate what the outcome will be.28
We will discuss contributions further in our more detailed discussion in the Appendix of
middle-level tendency principles. But note here that the term ‘contribution’ is not being
used to deny causation or to suggest that we cannot with good reason attribute an
influence to the cited cause. We are talking throughout about factors causally influencing
effects. Consider a school physics example for clarity. Gravity pulls the cup down, the table
holds it up, the cup does not move. Gravity undoubtedly causes a downward-directed
contribution to the force on the cup even though the actual force the cup experiences is
zero, which is why it does not move.
The second reason that the expected outcome may not come about is the well-known one
that our knowledge is always fallible and incomplete, especially when it comes to the kind of
complex settings of development programmes. No matter how careful we have been and
how long we have worked on it, some necessary support factors will likely have been missed
and others may have been included that need not be there. This is why you need to monitor
carefully and evaluate support factors and update programme planning with emerging
evidence about the programme’s progress. You might include a wedge containing a
question mark in each causal pie as a reminder that it is likely that what is there so far is not
all that is required.
In addition to omitting important features from the diagram because we are not aware of
them, we will have to omit many we are aware of because we do not have infinite space
and those can reasonably be taken to be implicit. The diagram is a modelling abstraction
from reality and is therefore necessarily reductive. Constructing a useful diagram requires
balancing clarity and completeness. The best that one can do is to be cognisant of this fact
and to make reasoned decisions about what to include and what to leave out, as well as to
be aware that some elements will be missed entirely. To this end, we also recommend that
that a pToC diagram be accompanied by a narrative to disentangle and discuss the aspects
that it is impossible to capture in a diagram.
Third is that there may be no general variable that could be filled in. Even if, when we get to
the local pToC for a specific concrete setting, we find something that can be added that will
secure the required contribution in that setting, it may not be generalisable – there is no
description to be given of it that makes it apply more widely and thus makes it appropriate
in the middle-level pToC. This worry is exacerbated by the fact that causation in these sorts
of context may just be dicey. As G. E. M. Anscombe put it in her inaugural lecture at
Cambridge University,29 there may be in place what is usually enough to produce the
28

We have been describing a pToC for this programme to predict whether it will make the desired contribution. Even if it does, as noted in the text, that does not guarantee that you will see the results you expect because other factors may independently make contributions, either positive or negative, so you may see more,
or less, than you expected. To predict actual outcomes in a local setting, ideally you should have a full causal
model describing all the pathways into the final result. Since those that act independently are neither supporters nor derailers for this programme they will not appear in a pToC for this programme. Ideally, the full causal
model should also chart out other consequences – side effects – of the programme process in consideration
since these matter too for overall welfare outcomes.
29
Anscombe 1971, 90–91
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contribution wished for, yet occasionally it just does not happen or the cause does not make
as big a contribution as expected even though a full pie of factors was at hand. We must not
think of causation as deterministic. Having enough need not guarantee the outcome.
‘Enough’ does not mean ‘sufficient’ in the logical sense, where if A is sufficient for B, then
there will be no As without Bs. A full causal pie may not secure a contribution but only
change its probability.30
These reasons together underline the importance of the usual advice that even in the best
of cases we should be cautious, monitor carefully as the process evolves and hedge our
bets.
Assumption types 4 and 5: derailers and safeguards
That there is many a slip twixt the cup and the lip is a familiar truth in all social policy areas.
Everything can be in place for a policy or programme to succeed, then something
unanticipated happens to derail the process. In the area of child protection, Eileen Munro
tells of the mother who is faithfully going to parenting classes as recommended and whose
children are faring better – until the local bus service that takes her there is cancelled or her
violent boyfriend moves back in.31
‘Derailers’ are things that can intervene to stop a full set of causes from producing the
expected contribution or substantially diminish the effects. In our template for a pToC, we
represent derailers in boxes with jagged outlines along the causal arrow joining cause and
effect to show the possibility of breaking the causal chain at that point, as illustrated in
Figure 13, which is taken from our mHealth example.
As development economist Esther Duflo noted in her address for the 2019 Nobel Prize in
economies,32 many times the problem with introducing change into a pre-existing system is
that there are other policies, restrictions or practices that prohibit the change from being
effective. For instance, in the Indian study she discusses in the lecture, Duflo discovered that
many teachers did not use the techniques taught to them because they needed to conform
to the legal curriculum standards and they lacked the time to do both. In the mHealth case,
health staff may, for a number of different reasons, have higher priorities than classifying
growth status, so they do not get around to doing so, or not in the timely way the
programme requires. This would derail the programme near the start.

30

The judgment as to whether causation is deterministic or dicey in a given case can affect what methods are
good to employ for causal inference. Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) looks for a set of factors (a causal
pie) that is sufficient in the logical sense for the effect. More probabilistic methods can be more appropriate
for handling indeterministic causation. For other discussions of this, see Davies 2018 or Mahoney and Goertz
2006. For a serious philosophical discussion see the Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy entry on probabilistic causation (Hitchcock 2018).
31
Personal communication with N. Cartwright
32
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/economic-sciences/2019/duflo/lecture/
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Figure 13: representation of derailers from the mHealth example

Many of these are unforeseeable – bad luck happens and programmes fail. But many are
foreseeable. Programme developers and those implementing programmes at the local level
need to work hard to identify what these are so that they can be guarded against or, failing
that, the programme can be passed over in favour of one that has a better chance of
succeeding. Many of these will be local to a particular target setting and can only be
identified from knowledge about that specific setting (such as ‘beware violent boyfriend
returning’). Many will apply across a given kind of setting. Others will be fairly widespread.
In laying out a middle-level pToC, it is important to envisage as many derailers and
safeguards as possible.
It is also important to include the information that can be obtained about how to prevent
possible derailers or to stop them from harming the process. We call factors that can do this
‘safeguards’. These are represented by walls on both sides of the causal arrows that prevent
derailers from intruding, as in Figure 14, which follows from our previous Figure 13.
Figure 14: representation of safeguards from the mHealth example
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We should note that these are not natural categories but, rather, ways to organise thinking.
There will always be a variety of ways of dealing with the same information: a factor that is
required may be classed as a support factor, or, alternatively, the lack of that factor may
count as a derailer. We keep both categories because many things are easier to take note of
– and to justify – when thought of under one label rather than the other. The community
health workers in the mHealth programme must be willing and able to input data to phones
and to send the data off – support factor. But a sudden electricity outage that prevents the
message going out probably occurs more naturally under the heading ‘derailer’.33
Remember that the purpose of a middle-level programme pToC is to present as much
information as possible to help those making decisions about local use build a similar but
much thickened pToC for the setting they are dealing with. Even where no general derailers
are known, the programme pToC could have some empty boxes with question marks to
remind these decision makers and their advisors to consider what these might be at each
step in their setting.
Putting in all the types of assumption reviewed so far, a standard general pToC will start off
looking something like Figure 15 and then proceed step by step in the same way.
Figure 15: one step in a standard middle-level pToC

We note again that much of what we recommend here can seem obvious. Yet programme
ToCs are not generally – if ever – constructed in a form that takes note of it all. Programmes
fail over and over again due to the lack of support factors at various stages or the intrusion
of derailers that were foreseeable. As noted in Section 1, some of these oversights are so
big as to be startling. Eileen Munro tells of the trainee social worker so intent on filling in
the required boxes on the form describing the family situation that they failed to notice the
donkey in the kitchen.34 California passed legislation to reduce school class sizes
dramatically by start of next school year even though it was clear to many that not enough
33
34

Barnett et al. 2016
Personal communication with N. Cartwright
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new teachers and classrooms could be made available in time. The Millennium Change
Corporation (MCC; a US agency), supported training for farmers on using irrigation although
the irrigation scheme would not be completed for some years – and then evaluated the
impact of the training! But we do not need a big failure for a programme to be undermined.
A causal chain is only as strong as its weakest link. So, a failure of necessary support factors
or the appearance of derailers at any stage can prevent the desired results from occurring
unless the problems are worked around (or removed) in some way. That is why we urge so
strongly the need for good local pToCs and for programme developers to construct general
programme pToCs that will be of maximal use for building these badly needed setting-local
models.
Assumption type 6: range of application
Everyone knows that a programme that has definitely worked somewhere may not work
anywhere else and, conversely, that one that has failed even in a number of places may
work well in just the right setting. We have no miracle cures for the problem. But detailed
pToCs for the programme of the kind we endorse here at both the general and local levels
go a long way in probing where and why the programme is likely to work and where and
why it is unlikely to do so.
First, the overall programme theory gives broad clues about where a programme may or
may not work. mHealth will not contribute the expected degree of improvement where
community health workers are already good at following the formula for calculating
nutritional status, where the formula itself is not all that accurate and experienced health
workers can do better looking at the data and at the children themselves or where the
technology in the phones is apt to fail.
When we look at the six kinds of assumption we urge to be used in constructing a pToC, we
get even more information about what the settings of successful application will be like –
much more – though they do not provide the short, sharp descriptions we might wish for,
such as ‘degree of democracy’, ‘good governance’, ‘women’s participation’, ‘foreign direct
investment’ or ‘gross domestic product’.
Think about all those middle-level, mostly tendency principles under which one step
produces the next. These are not to be treated as universal or near universal truths in the
way we may treat the law of gravity. They often describe individual or institutional
dispositions that are peculiar to certain types of people or institutions. Even in types of
settings where they are widely prevalent, they may need effort to trigger or are likely to be
quashed by competing dispositions. By considering the types of people, institutions,
geographies, cultures and so on that are implied by the different assumptions and principles
that constitute middle-level pToC, a list of the types of setting in which that pToC will tend
to apply can be derived. An important part of the development of a middle-level
programme pToC is to reflect on this list of settings of application and to specify them.
The first stage in deciding whether a given programme might be suitable for
implementation in a given setting will be to reflect on whether it satisfies the description of
one of the types of setting in which that programme might be effective. For example,
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consider the pToC developed for the CCTs aiming to increase school enrolment described in
Section 5.4. The overall programme theory is stated as follows:
Households tend to spend in their children’s best interests, but financial
barriers (insufficient resources to meet the direct and indirect costs of
education) and non-financial barriers (such as incorrect beliefs about the
returns from education, excessive future discounting, and intra-household
bargaining problems) can cause them to under-invest in schooling.
Therefore, alleviating these barriers by providing resources, nudges and
incentives to enrol children in school tends to lead to higher levels of
enrolment of children in school.35
This programme theory tells us something about the settings in which this type of
programme might be expected to be effective. For instance, these settings must contain
many households that are financially and/or non-financially constrained from investing in
children’s schooling. The programme aims to act on the demand side of the relationship
between households and schools rather than on the supply side. In order for it to be
effective, there must therefore be a problem of demand rather than one of supply for
school places for children. In a setting in which there are not enough school places available,
a CCT will not tend to result in an increase in enrolment.
We can find further clues about the types of setting in which the programme might be
effective by examining in more detail the assumptions that make up the middle-level pToC,
which is shown in Figure 16. For example, it is clear that the intervention contains three
components. Cash is transferred to households (box 1), those transfers are labelled in some
way as educational (box 1’) and it is communicated that continued transfers are conditional
on children’s attendance at school (box 1’’). The programme is therefore expected to be
most cost-effective where all three of those components tend to be effective.
In some settings, the effectiveness of the programme will be undermined by the fact that
one of the aspects of the programme is unnecessary. This might be true, for example, if
households did not lack resources to send their children to school but rather chose not to
send them through distrust of the school. In this type of setting, although a CCT might
induce some behaviour change by providing an incentive to send children to school, it
would be much less effective than in a setting where the direct income effect expressed by
the causal relationship between box 1 and box 2 was activated. Likewise, in a setting in
which households do not face strong non-financial barriers to enrolling children in school,
such as excessive future discounting, the costs implied by conditionality might not be
acceptable, suggesting that an unconditional cash transfer might be more cost-effective.

35

For more detail, and for references for the ideas contained in this sentence, see Section 5.4.
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Figure 16: the assumptions that make up a middle-level pToC
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By assessing every component of the middle-level pToC in turn, we can add more
information to the description of the types of setting in which the programme might be
reasonably effective. For instance, we can identify that schools and the institution
administering the transfers must have sufficient capability and capacity to reliably record
absence from school and apply the programme conditions, ultimately stopping transfers to
some households.
Based on an analysis of the middle-level pToC for CCTs aiming to increase school enrolment,
we can then make broad statements about the types of setting in which the programme
might be expected to be (cost-)effective. However, when it comes to considering
implementing the programme in any specific setting, much more work will be required. In
order to assess the feasibility and desirability of implementation for a specific setting
prospectively, or in order to evaluate such an implementation retrospectively, it is necessary
to thicken the middle-level pToC to create an applied ToC. We discuss why this is necessary
and how it can be achieved in Section 3. First, the next subsection describes how thinking
about middle-level principles allows us to identify support factors, derailers, settings of
application and safeguards.
2.4 The importance of middle-level principles: identifying support factors, derailers,
safeguards and settings
Here we provide some guidance on how to identify these. This is a hard job, but there are a
number of well-known methodologies for doing it. Some are common sense, such as ‘if you
want stakeholders to be on board, do not humiliate them or belittle their input in planning
and negotiation meetings’. Many are suggested by theory. Elinor Ostrom famously argued
that free-riding tends to derail collective action.36 Examining her theory for why this is the
case, Ostrom argues that small-scale communities tend to form institutions and norms,
which enable them to successfully overcome free-riding but the ways in which this happens
are not readily available in larger communities. Others are unearthed by standard scientific
methods, such as subgroup analysis in randomised controlled trials and in other statistical
studies, qualitative comparative analysis, comparative case studies and causal–process–
tracing techniques.
What we have added to this is the role of the middle-level principles that govern each stage
in the causal process from start to finish. These are invaluable in figuring out what must be
in place for one step to lead to the next and what can get in the way. This is a lesson that
realist evaluators have long stressed with respect to the overall programme theory (or
‘mechanism’ as they label it). For instance, from Pawson and Tilley (1997), CCTV cameras in
car parks are supposed to diminish car theft. Do they work under the principle that criminals
try to avoid being identified? If so then the cameras should be clearly visible, so that
criminals believe they are working properly and will be monitored. Or do they work under
the principle that if the police are alerted to a crime in time, they can act to prevent it? In
the latter case, the cameras should be hidden, they should be monitored throughout peak
crime times and the police should be well positioned to get to the car park quickly.

36

Ostrom 1965; 1990
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It is this kind of interplay between support factors, derailers and principles that guided us in
adding support factors and derailers to our middle-level programme pToC for mHealth. For
instance, consider steps 4 to 5 in the pToC in Section 5.2, in which accurate identification of
underweight infants in the community health clinics is to lead to more timely submission of
data from local to district health centres, especially in rural areas. We suppose that this
happens because of the principle ‘automated methods for doing so promote data
submission’. This immediately suggests a number of support factors and derailers. The
timely submission will only happen under this principle if the community health workers are
able to submit the data that way, they are not prevented by external pressures or other
priorities from doing so, they do not see other tools as dominating the automated methods
and the technology works properly at that point.
Consider some examples from a very different domain. Figure 17 shows a causal process
graph offered in the partial reconstruction of a legal case from a book on legal evidence.

Figure 17:37 a causal process graph in partial reconstruction of a legal case

In Figure 17, the principles are indicated by rectangles with round corners, in contrast to our
curved arrows. But the idea is the same. It is important for there to be a reason why each of
the causal connections should occur. The principles meant to operate at each step provide
those reasons. The principles in this legal example are then used, just as ours are meant to
be, to guide the selection of support factors, as in Figure 18.
Figure 18:38 principles guiding the selection of support factors

37
38

Bex 2011, 71
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In Figure 18, the support factor for Haaknat’s decision to rob the supermarket that results in
his threatening the owner with a gun is that Haaknat has a gun. (Note that the support
factors are listed below the salient cause with a line up to the causal arrow). Although the
need to have a gun may seem obvious from the principle as originally stated, still it is not
explicit in the principle, which is the reason for refining the causal principle at work to make
it clear, as is done at the end of the downward arrow. Given the importance of the
principles for identifying support factors and possible derailers, it is important that the
causal principles for each step be stated as fully as possible. There is a very reasonable call
in realist evaluation and elsewhere to identify the activities by which one step causes the
next. However, we stress principles because the same activity can fall under different
principles and it is generally the principles that are most helpful for identifying support
factors, derailers, safeguards and plausible contexts of application.
3 Thickening the middle-level pToC for local use
This section describes what we mean by thickening a middle-level pToC for a programme for
a specific local setting.
Recall our warning from Section 2.3 that a causal chain is only as strong as its weakest link. A
failure of necessary support factors or the appearance of derailers at any stage can prevent
the desired outcomes from occurring unless the problems are worked around (or removed)
in some way. That is why we strongly urge programme developers to construct middle-level
programme pToCs that will be of maximal use for building these much-needed setting-local
models.39

39

For some programmes, either in general or in some settings, not enough is known to construct a good pToC.
Such programmes could be implemented using an adaptive approach that develops programme and pToC in
parallel though rapid, iterative evaluation and adaptive programme design.
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In the section dealing with the ’assumptions’ that go into developing a pToC, we describe
how a middle-level pToC should be examined to identify and spell out the types of setting in
which the programme might be effective. For any candidate setting in which we are
considering implementing the programme, the first question should be: ‘Does this setting
match the broad description of one of the types of setting in which the programme might
be effective?’ However, even if we can answer this question in the affirmative, much more
work must be done before it can be considered adequate to pursue that programme. This is
the work of thickening the middle-level pToC for application in that specific setting. In this
section we explain why this thickening is necessary and how it can be achieved.
3.1 Matching abstract concepts to specific referents
Here we illustrate how the more abstract concepts that appear in the middle-level pToC
should be made more concrete to refer to specific features in the local setting.
We have labelled middle-level programme pToCs ‘middle-level theory’ to contrast with the
local pToCs that are to detail the specific factors that can affect the casual process linking
input with outcome in a local setting. Middle-level pToCs will include some information
about the settings in which a programme can be expected to be effective, but a reliable,
well-justified prediction of effectiveness in a given setting will generally need a setting-local
pToC. Given their aim for generality, middle-level programme pToCs will typically use more
abstract concepts than the local versions of them, which must use context-specific
descriptions if they are to serve as a serious guide for local planning, prediction and
implementation. As the Italian political scientist Giovanni Sartori noted, ‘the more cases to
which we attempt to apply general categories for concepts, the more the latter have to be
“stretched” and the less meaningful and useful they may become in identifying the
appropriate empirical referents within the specific context of each case’.40
So, for local application, it will be necessary to figure out what satisfies the abstract
description in that particular context. This will take both local knowledge and a good
understanding of what is intended by the more abstract concepts. For instance, we often
see discussion of the need for buy-in from local stakeholders as a prerequisite (in our
language, ‘support factor’ for programme success). In mHealth, for example, in the early
stages this could be buy-in from community health workers who previously carried out visits
with mothers without the use of mobile phones, or buy-in from district health workers who
previously conducted their work without the use of mobile phone data.
In the middle-level pToC we construct for mHealth, the support factors are that the
community health workers should have the capacity to use mHealth and agree that using
mHealth is good for their clients. In some mHealth programme settings, the abstractly
described ‘health workers’ at this stage are in fact volunteer community health staff. Local
knowledge supplies the information that community volunteers may not receive adequate
training on how to use the technology, so the presence of this support factor cannot be
assumed. Likewise, one of the derailers in the middle-level pToC is that technology fails. In
some programme settings of mHealth, the relevant technology is mobile phones or
40
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smartphones that need electrical charging and an operating mobile phone network. Local
knowledge indicates that signal is limited in some of the community health clinics and
electricity for charging the mobile phones is problematic at times, so this derailer is a
realistic possibility that needs guarding against if the programme is to be expected to
succeed.
Adaptation of a pToC to suit the context in which it is intended can be an important step in
the thickening process. We suggest that it will almost always be necessary because the
middle-level programme pToC is blind to particular local conditions. Similarly, the local
conditions that applied in some other setting where the programme worked are unlikely to
be the same as those that matter in this setting. Without taking the local context into
account, certain theories may not be supported by the local conditions.
There are a number of adaptation frameworks available that provide advice on how to
adapt specific recommendations for context-specific processes (for example, the Australian
National Health and Medical Research Council’s advice in guidelines41). The important point
is that genuine knowledge of the local setting must be added in at this point if responsible,
reliable, well-supported predictions are to be expected about outcomes in the local setting.
When thickening a middle-level pToC for local use, every abstract component must be
replaced by a local referent where such a referent is known. If no such referent can be
found, then either it must be searched by conducting more extensive research, or it must be
accepted that this aspect of the middle-level pToC is not applicable to this setting. That
might be positive for a prospective assessment of programme success, as in the case of a
possible derailer at the general, abstract level having no local relevance. Alternatively, it
might be negative. If no local referent can be found for an essential support factor of
programme causation, the possibility that the programme will not be effective must be
seriously considered. Recall that pToCs can be useful both for ex ante prediction and post
hoc evaluation. In thickening a middle-level pToC for retrospective evaluation, it might be
the case that an essential support factor is missing yet a positive effect is still observable.
This would suggest that the middle-level pToC is not a good explanation of success for this
setting, prompting the search for a better explanation.
Consider the case of thickening the middle-level pToC for CCTs aiming to increase school
enrolment of children described in Section 5.4. Taking the first box and its associated
support factors, causal effect and derailers, we can see how the general, abstract terms can
be rendered specific and concrete for a setting in North Macedonia. This example is based
on the detailed report by Armand and Carneiro of a real CCT in this setting.42 Figure 19
shows the relevant portion of the middle-level pToC. Figure 20 shows the same portion of a
thickened local pToC.
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Figure 19: middle-level pToC for CCTs aiming to increase school enrolment

Figure 20: thickening of middle-level pToC for CCTs to increase school enrolment

Figure 20 is more specific and more concrete than Figure 19. In addition, we see that two
derailers have not been successfully thickened. This is represented by a restatement of the
general derailer in italics followed by a question mark. In this case, no information on the
prevalence of excessive future discounting or temptation spending in the setting were
reported by Armand and Carneiro as part of their description of the setting. This
information may have been unavailable, or it might have required further research to
uncover. Ideally, when thickening a middle-level pToC for use in a specific setting, it should
be established whether all the components of the general model have a local referent and if
so, the specific nature of that referent. Leaving key support factors or derailers unthickened
increases the risk that a programme will not work as well as the risk of unintended
consequences.
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3.2 Drawing down and reading up
Here we explore the relationship between middle-level and local pToCs to see how they
inform each other.
An additional feature of Figure 20 is that a support factor and a safeguard have been
specified in two different variants, represented by red text and the use of ‘OR’. This is
because the implementation and evaluation teams behind this programme decided to test
their underlying theory of programme causation by deploying four different variants of the
programme. Half of recipient households received transfers of equal value each quarter. For
the other half, the final payment was larger than the others to increase the value of the
conditionality and to measure the effectiveness of this strategy. Independently, half of
household transfers were made to mothers of the children on whose attendance further
transfers were conditional, whereas for the other half transfers were made to heads of
households (usually men). This variation was induced in order to test the assumption that
transfers to mothers are more effective. The authors of the study hypothesised that since,
in the Macedonian context, fathers are very dominant in the household, they may have
been better able than mothers to induce their children to attend school. This may counter
the general tendencies for men to spend on adult goods (alcohol, tobacco) and women tend
to spend on family.
Armand and Carneiro are far from alone in their desire to use a local application of a middlelevel theory to test that middle-level theory. This operation is fraught with difficulty because
it is extremely challenging to assess the extent to which local observations (experimental or
not) are informative of more general tendencies, as one of us has written elsewhere.43
However, our local pToC and its relationship to the middle-level pToC can help. By thinking
carefully about the extent to which our observations fit with the predictions of our local
pToC, we can reinforce or undermine an argument that it is the best explanation of
causation in our context.
If there is no clear locally specific explanation of apparent deficiencies in our middle-level
model, then the model may be at fault. With the accumulation of such evidence, a strong
argument might be made that the middle-level model should be modified in some way. The
process of thickening our model for local application is not a one-way process. As well as
drawing down from middle-level theory to inform our thinking about a specific setting, we
may also have opportunities to read up from local findings to improve our middle-level
theory.
3.3 Adding locally specific assumptions
This section explains that, besides filling in what the more abstract terms amount to locally,
it is also important to add into the setting-specific pToC all those additional factors that may
not matter in general but will make a difference in that particular setting. These are often
far easier to recognise with hindsight once something has gone amiss, so they often play a
role in ex post evaluation. In an extreme example, Benhassine et al. report two of their
43
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study communities being rendered unreachable by floods.44 However, it is clearly crucial to
identify as many locally specific factors as possible ahead of time. This is what Armand and
Carneiro did when they identified an unusually strong level of control of children by their
fathers in their Macedonian setting.45 This prompted them to suggest that a generally
employed safeguard (‘Try to ensure the mother has control of the resources’) might be
counter-productive in their setting and to test whether that was in fact the case.
There are a number of strategies that can help with identifying locally specific features of
programme causation. For instance, one can attempt to imagine all the ways in which the
programme might fail to work or might have unintended consequences in the specific
setting. Another is to think through the process backwards, from endpoint to start, as well
as forwards. Generally, this requires a good deal of local knowledge. The availability of this
knowledge is crucial to making reliable predictions and evaluations about local
effectiveness.46 Assessing this list provides a list of potential derailers that should be
specified. Reflecting on potential solutions to those hypothetical problems might provide
some additional support factors that should be included.47
To do any of the thickening activities described in this section will require concrete
knowledge of the local situation. Some of this will be at hand, and some might be uncovered
by serious thinking and review of what is known about the local setting on the part of those
designing or implementing the local programme. On the other hand, it may only be possible
to address knowledge gaps by locally focused research. It may very often be the case that a
fully thickened local ToC only emerges after an extensive period of scoping and descriptive
research, especially if we are to be appropriately sensitive to unknowns affecting a new type
of programme or one that is being tried in a new type of setting. Coming to a reasoned
judgement about all the many assumptions that go into a causal model clearly will require
effort. How much of this effort is worth it? We have only the standard advice: that depends
on the costs (not just financial costs of course) of gathering, negotiating and using this
information versus going ahead without it and either implementing a programme that fails
or failing to implement one that might have succeeded.
For any actual implementation that is under consideration, although all this thinking ahead
is essential, it must also be remembered that in real settings things are alive and fluid and
everything tends to affect everything else. The extent to which dynamic changes in a given
setting are worth monitoring and reacting to will be implied by a properly thickened local
pToC that bears those changes in mind. Perhaps an adaptive, iterative program design is
more appropriate than one in which the form of the programme has been designed not to
change for several years while detailed data is collected on long-term changes. Or,
conversely, this latter programme and evaluation design may be more appropriate. There
are no standard answers to such questions, but properly reflecting on programme theory in
each specific local setting can help.
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4 Help with planning, evaluation and monitoring
We promised at the start that constructing middle-level pTOCs and then thickening them for
local use in the way that we propose will help to support good programme design, good
monitoring and good evaluation design. In this section we show how this works, using
examples from the three case studies mentioned throughout the paper. We have just
explained in Section 3 how to use middle-level pToCs to plan programmes for new settings.
So we will address planning here only briefly, then pass on to monitoring and evaluation.
4.1 Planning and transferability
This is the only place in this paper where you will see the word ‘transferability’. That is
because we think the term is misleading. Evaluators are often urged to construct
evaluations so as to make their findings as transferable as possible to new settings. This
focuses attention on the local settings. But no amount of information about one setting can
tell you anything about any other without strong middle-level theory. Talk of transfer makes
it sound as if you can make inferences directly from one setting to another without the need
for serious theory development and justification. It hides the essential role of theory and
the importance of developing good theories, verifying them and justifying the ways they are
used. When it comes to helping with planning for new settings, evaluation should be aimed
at developing, refining and testing theory that will hold in the targeted new settings and
pointers about how to thicken that theory for different settings.
Often evaluation is used to help develop and refine what we have called the ‘overall theory’
for a programme. We have been urging that it is important to go beyond that, to expand the
programme theory to include a good filled-in middle-level pToC of how the programme is
supposed to achieve the intended outcomes step by step. Middle-level pToCs are a major
tool for using evaluation findings from one setting to inform programme design in another.
The underlying logic is to ‘go up’ from the findings of how a programme worked in specific
settings to build a middle-level pToC that accommodates those findings and then ‘go down’
to inform the local programme pToC for a new setting.

Our focus in this paper has been on the right-hand side of this diagram, on what a good
middle-level pToC should include to make the downward inference easier and more reliable.
Other CEDIL projects explore how to use findings to develop and refine the middle-level
pToC, including the overall programme theory. It is important to note that far more than
findings about how the programme works in specific settings will be needed for this. A vast
amount of independent knowledge and research goes into understanding, developing and
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justifying the causal principles under which the process is supposed to evolve and the
understanding of what it takes to call all these principles into play in the same setting at the
requisite times. In practice the logic is iterative. Findings from ex post studies help identify
and refine the middle-level pToC that is then used to help design new programmes that are
then monitored and evaluated to further refine the theory and to reassess past successes
and failures to understand them better.
For example, Section 3.2 discussed Armand and Carneiro’s design of a CCT programme, in
which some recipients were given uniform payments throughout the year, whereas others
were given a larger payment at the end of the school year if their child was still in school.
This variation was driven by an uncertainty about the precise nature of a supporting factor
required for the action of the programme. By changing the form of that supporting factor
for different sets of recipients, Armand and Carneiro were able to test which form helped
the action of the programme most, helping them to refine their local ToC and to inform the
middle-level ToC for CCT programmes.
For a second example, consider the mHealth programme. The ex post findings from
Indonesia suggest for the middle-level pToC that mHealth programmes like this one will
work only if several key features are in place, such as ‘health workers operate in the client’s
best interest’ and ‘mothers’ trust’. Several derailers were found to undermine the
programme there, including conflicting norms and priorities and external pressure not to
perform tasks. In wider mHealth settings, programmes are only likely to work if the setting
in which they are to be applied can find contextually relevant safeguards. The safeguards
identified in the Indonesian setting may offer useful insights.
The anti-corruption pToC shows that public service reform is more likely to succeed with the
right mix of factors, thus offering a number of planning suggestions. In particular, the
integrity of leadership and new powers make organisations both willing and able to do what
is necessary to implement successful reforms. This was a common thread among the
pockets of success within Nigerian public sector reform. Integrity both protected the reform
from external corruption and motivated efforts for reform in the face of persistent
difficulties. In contrast, the reform efforts were often derailed when leadership lacked the
internal motivation to push against the corrupt status quo.
4.2 Monitoring and evaluation questions and indicators
It is becoming widely accepted that evaluations of social programmes should not merely
seek to evaluate to what extent, on average, the presence of the programme was
associated with a change in the outcome(s) of interest. Making good use of the middle-level
pToC to identify indicators of interest all along the causal chain allows us to go beyond this
simplistic approach to ask to what extent the programme was functioning as intended, both
for the purpose of monitoring that the programme is on track in time to catch problems
before it is too late and for purposes of evaluation.
When designing a programme, we have suggested generating a middle-level pToC for the
type of intervention that is being considered and then thickening it with information specific
to the local context to create a local pToC. This process helps to identify the key causal steps
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in the operation of a programme, the causal principles underlying the programme, the
required supporting factors for it to operate, potential derailers to its proper operation and
safeguards that should be implemented to prevent those derailers from acting. These
aspects of the programme theory can all be used to generate questions and indicators to be
tracked for monitoring and evaluation.
In the mHealth case study, many of the support factors relate to the role of the community
health worker and/or the district health staff: for example, ‘community/district health staff
have capacity’ and ‘mothers understand the advice’. The importance of these supporting
factors raises evaluation questions related to the structure and functioning of key health
services and the impact of new technology on an existing health system. If an evaluation
were to discover that these essential features were missing, then this should be taken as
evidence that the programme was not responsible for the outcome.
Beyond this, the mHealth middle-level pToC suggests several monitoring and evaluation
indicators that may be adapted to future programme settings, for instance: correct entry of
weight into the mHealth application, timely entry of weight into mHealth application, delay
in data sent from community health clinics to district health centres, mothers’ feelings
towards clinics and reattendance rates at community health clinics.
In the anti-corruption case study, the support factors often relate to the type of leadership
in charge of reform. In particular, the integrity of the leader is the lynchpin that enables
them to persistently use the available mechanisms for successful reform. This shifts
evaluation questions away from the centrality of the external reform mechanisms and
towards the centrality of leadership and the positive influence of integrity over and above
more orthodox leadership qualities such as qualifications or professional status, for
instance: ‘Has the potential leader displayed long-term integrity?’ ‘Is the potential leader
internally motivated to achieve reform?’ and ‘Will the leader gain the powers necessary for
organisational reform?’
In turn, the middle-level pToC and the PERL programme findings suggest evaluation
indicators that might apply to future programme settings, for instance:






Integrity-based resilience against corruption.
Institutionalised authority to reform organisational structures.
Organisational confidence in the leadership.
Public visibility of reform.
Public confidence in the leadership.

For examples from the CCT case study, re-consider Figure 16:
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Figure 16 (repeated): the assumptions that make up a middle-level pToC
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The key causal steps provide indicators that should be tracked as part of a monitoring and
evaluation programme. It is obvious that whether cash has been transferred to households
should be tracked as part of the evaluation of a CCT programme. Less obvious indicators can
be identified by examining the pToC. Tracking the presence of potential derailers and the
safeguards against them will help to facilitate insightful evaluation that stands a better
chance of being able to explain unexpected failures or unexpectedly large successes in a
programme. For example, the pToC contains a derailer labelled ‘Time lag in administration’.
This reveals that it will be important to track process information about how long the
programme administration takes to register a student failing to attend school and to
translate this into a warning or a stopped payment to that household. If this period is long,
then the support factor ‘Credible threat of enforcement’ can be expected to have been
undermined, reducing the effectiveness of the conditionality of the cash transfer. Likewise,
the fact that ‘Lack of comprehension of conditions’ is a derailer to the action of the
conditionality of the transfer means that monitoring households’ level of comprehension of
the transfer’s conditionality will generate a useful indicator for the monitoring and
evaluation of a CCT.
Recall that we have introduced pToCs at two levels: the middle-level pToC, which is meant
to apply across a range of settings, and the local pToC, designed for a specific setting. The
middle-level pToC suggests general types of monitoring and evaluation indicators that may
be adapted to each specific programme context through thickening. Take, for example, the
middle-level anti-corruption pToC used as an example throughout this paper and elaborated
in detail in Section 5.3. The essential first causal step identified by this pToC is that ‘leaders
and bureaucrats with credentials signalling integrity are hired (over those signalling
expertise)’. Any evaluation of an attempt to implement this programme would have to track
an indicator for the extent of credentials signalling integrity in new hires. These credentials
would be locally specific and would have to be identified as part of the process of thickening
the middle-level pToC for local use.
5 Three case studies
5.1 Introduction
In this section, as promised throughout, we provide completed middle-level pToCs for
development programmes of three different kinds: the use of mobile health technology to
improve infant nutrition, the role of leaders identified for their integrity in fighting
corruption and a CCT programme to improve educational enrolment and attendance. We
have tried to make them as realistic as possible given that we have been constrained by the
literature available and that these should not become so complicated as to be unusable.
After initial background material, we present the full pToC for each programme and then
discuss how we have built it up it in order to give you a real sense of what this involves.
Recall the diagram in Section 4 that pictures (via the left-hand upward arrow) starting from
specific programmes that have been carried out in specific places and from there building
up to the middle-level theory. That is what we have done. As a base we have used real
programmes that have been implemented and evaluated, which we describe to you. To
arrive at the middle-level pToC for these programmes we have then added our own
theorising to what we have found others saying about these and similar programmes,
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bringing in straightforward, widely recognised middle-level principles that we expect
readers to be familiar with. In Section 3, we have already used the educational CCT case
study to illustrate the process, pictured via the right-hand arrow in the diagram in Section
4,of thickening the middle-level theory to produce a pToC for a local setting.
We have done no original research ourselves. These three cases are meant as examples of
what realistic completed pToCs will be like. They are not meant to help draw lessons about
these particular programmes but rather to help you understand what should go into a good
middle-level pToC. DFID chose the three general areas for the case studies: nutrition,
democratisation and CCTs. Within these areas, we chose these particular programmes
because we had reasonable access to information about them and because they provide
good illustrations of the points we want to make. We want to underline that we were not
the programme developers, so what we say is not intended as a recommendation.
The completed pToCs may look complicated, and we could have added even more detail,
making them look more so. This last is problem you may often face in practice. To keep the
pToC simple enough to be intelligible, it is useful to recall that you do not have to do
everything in one diagram, nor do you have to use only one mode of presentation. You can,
for instance, show different causal pathways in separate diagrams so long as you find a clear
way of indicating how they relate. You can also consider presenting support factors for each
step in a series of pies like the one in Figure 10, or offer lists of support factors, derailers and
safeguards for each step. What matters is that all the categories are covered as fully as
possible and that the user will understand where to find what.
5.2 Case study 1: mHealth and Nutrition
The use of mHealth to support development outcomes in nutrition is growing. mHealth
encompasses a variety of programmes that aim to support governments to transform and
modernise community health and nutrition services by introducing innovative mobile phone
applications to support nutrition outcomes. Oftentimes, mHealth applications replace
manual systems. For example, community health workers across 11 countries in Africa,
South Asia and Southeast Asia have been equipped with mobile phone technology to
provide mothers with access to basic healthcare information.48
The general programme pToC we construct in this case study is heavily based on a pilot
application of mHealth for nutrition monitoring in Indonesia49. The project name is
Posyandu or Posyandu Mobile Health. The project targeted a population of around 11,300
children under the age of five in North and East Jakarta, Pontianak, Surabaya and Sikka. 50
mHealth was integrated into the existing national nutrition service delivery through the
posyandu programme; posyandus offer a monthly service at sub-village level. These are the
lowest unit of primary health care infrastructure in Indonesia.51
Community health workers in the pilot study sites were provided with a mobile phone to
replace a manual system. In 2013, World Vision Indonesia received technical support from
48
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the MOTECH Suite52 to design a mobile phone based application to address some of the
challenges known to hinder nutrition service delivery in Indonesia; they targeted key issues
with growth monitoring and nutrition counselling in the posyandus.53 Following Barnett et
al., there are many issues with manual growth monitoring in Indonesia.54 Some challenges
include the incorrect categorisation of children’s weight as normal, which leads to cases
where parents are not offered nutrition support services. Other challenges are around the
slow retrieval of children’s details and subsequent delays in offering support services. There
are also challenges associated with the limited training and supervision of community health
workers for manual growth monitoring status classification and uncertainty around how to
calculate and interpret manual growth charts.
mHealth Indonesia serves many purposes. Growth monitoring forms55 for each child
attending the posyandus are completed by the community health workers and health
facility workers and saved on the mobile phone application via general packet radio
service.56 The growth monitoring forms can then be accessed by health users in different
agencies, such as the district health clinics.57 The mobile application processes growth and
nutrition measurements automatically and flags the level of nutritional risk. It does so by
classifying a child’s nutrition and growth velocities through use of a standard Z-score. In
doing so, the application provides tailored nutrition messages that can be provided by
community health workers to mothers in real time, or at the time of the visit to the
posyandu.58 This process omits the role of community health worker manually working out
the growth velocities and is thought to improve (among other things) the accuracy of the
data.
The mobile application also serves other purposes, such as the generation of growth trend
summaries, detailing areas of extreme prevalence of undernutrition or average weights of
children under five in a particular location.59 The application also provides assessments of
underlying illness and the current feeding practices of a child during home-based
counselling sessions.60
mHealth is considered to offer an innovative solution for community health workers and
nutrition stakeholders to improve nutrition outcomes. Accordingly, between 2013 and 2015,
a mixed methods evaluation of mHealth was carried out by the Institute of Development
Studies in partnership with World Vision Indonesia to better understand exactly how
mHealth was supporting these better nutrition outcomes. The evaluation and supporting
documentation61 has been used to further unpack the context of community-based
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monitoring in Indonesia and the current challenges, as well as how the mobile phone
application was integrated into the posyandus.62
The evaluation offers an excellent insight into the conditions under which the mobile
application brought about desired improvements in growth monitoring and nutrition
counselling;63 specifically, improvements in the ‘accuracy, timeliness and responsiveness of
growth monitoring’, all of which are important for effective community-based growth
monitoring.64 The evaluation also provides a rich narrative around the context of nutrition
services in Indonesia and motivations of various nutrition stakeholders.65 Fourteen
posyandus (in North and East Jakarta and Sikka) were selected to inform the evaluation.66
Qualitative and quantitative data are provided in the form of electronic databases,
interviews and focus groups.67
Among the many important findings uncovered in Barnett et al.’s evaluation, ‘mobile phone
improved accuracy of growth monitoring status classifications’, ‘the mobile phone increased
the timeliness of the growth monitoring in all posyandus’, and ‘[of] the mothers who
received feedback, a significantly higher proportion (93 per cent) received it from
[community health workers with] mobile phones’.68 Some of the reasons for the mobile
phone increasing feedback to mothers during the growth monitoring sessions were found to
be context specific and related to issues such as ‘trust in the feedback provided’ and the
‘objectivity of the calculations provided by the mobile phones’.69 These are important
findings and reflect just some of the contextual conditions under which the mobile
application brought about desired improvements in growth monitoring and nutrition
counselling.70
mHealth has the potential to help improve children’s nutrition in other places where
children can be weighed in community health clinics, but data is to be collected and curated
and resources allocated at a higher (say, district) level. We have constructed a middle-level
pToC that follows our format for such a programme, using, among other sources,
information from a series of follow-up visits with health stakeholders relevant in mHealth
Indonesia (e.g. World Vision implementation staff, caregivers attending the clinics,
community health workers, government officials71). The Indonesian programme had a
number of intended outcomes: children brought to the community health clinics being
better nourished; more accurate childhood nutrition data being available at district and
higher levels; more efficient allocation of district resources; pressure on the government to
address local problems of childhood nutrition. For our illustration, we have chosen to focus
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on the ‘children brought to the clinics are better nourished’ outcome. Similar middle-level
pToCs can be constructed for the other outcomes as well. Our mHealth middle-level pToC
appears in Figure 21.
Figure 21: a representation of the mHealth middle-level pToC

The key to Figure 21 is presented in Frame 1.
Frame 1
Overall programme theory (assumption type 1): mHealth is administered and used by
community health workers for growth monitoring in community health clinics where weight
data is stored in mobile phone technology. The technology improves the accurate
classification of infant growth status and promotes a timelier response from district health
centres. This improves feedback and response to mothers attending the clinics and provides
them with the advice and help they need. This leads to the outcome of children attending
the clinics growing better than before.
Box 1: mHealth is administered.

Box 1’: community health workers are mandated to use it.

Box 1’’: district workers are mandated to monitor, curate and respond.
Principle 1, 1’–2: health workers tend do what they can in their clients’ best interest.
Support factors:
1a

Community health workers have the capacity to use mHealth.

1b.

Community health workers agree that using mHealth is good for their clients.
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1c

Mothers and children attend the community health clinic on a regular basis

Derailer:
I’a

external pressure to not perform the task or other priorities prevail

Box 2: infants’ weight data is recorded in phones.
Principle 2–3: mHealth technology does accurate calculations of growth status.
Support factors:
2a

mHealth technology is well designed for the job.

2b

Community health workers input the correct data in the correct format.

Derailers:
IIa

Technology fails to operate.

Box 3: accurate classification of infants’ growth status by mHealth technology.
Principle 3–4: automated monitoring systems reduce error (e.g. there is a reduction in the
misclassification of underweight infants with an automated monitoring system).
Support factor:
3a

community health workers understand how to interpret results recorded by
mHealth technology.

Derailer:
IIIa

external pressure to not perform the task or other priorities prevail.

Box 4: accurate identification of underweight infants in the posyandus.
Principle 4–5: automated methods for doing so promote data submission.
Support factor:
4a

community health workers are able to submit data.
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Derailers:
IVa

External pressure to not perform the task or other priorities prevail.

IVb

Other tools dominate and/or are seen as more useful.

IVc

Technology fails.

Box 5: more timely submission of data from local to district health clinics, especially in rural
areas.
Principle 1, 1’, 5–6: health workers tend do what they can in their clients’ best interest.
Support factors:
5a

District health staff know what to provide.

5b

District health staff agree to the importance to clients of so doing.

5c

District health staff are able to provide help.

Derailers:
Va

External pressure to not perform the task or other priorities prevail.

Box 6: district level help (referrals etc) provided to mothers where indicated by data.
Principle 4–5’: health workers tend do what they can in their clients’ best interest.
Support factors:
4’a

District health staff understand the results.

4’b

District health staff are able to provide feedback and advice.

4’c

District health staff agree on the importance of the feedback and advice for
the clients.

Derailers:
IV’a

external pressure not to do so or other priorities/goals
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Box 5’: timely feedback and advice to mothers in clinics.
Principle 5’, 6–7: people take in advice clearly given by people in positions of trust.
Support factors:
5’, 6a

Advice and help are clearly presented.

5’, 6b

Mothers can understand the advice.

5’, 6c

Mothers trust community and district health institutions.

Derailers:
V’, Via, ?
Here we put a question mark as a reminder that though none are
identified, some may exist.

Box 7: mothers have knowledge and help they think can make their children better
nourished.
Principle 7–8: mothers do what they think is in their children’s best interest.
Support factors:
7a

Mothers think this is in their children’s best interest overall.

7b

Mothers can follow advice.

Derailers:
VIIa

conflicting norms or priorities

Principle 7–10: mothers do what they think is in their children’s best interest.
Support factors:
7’a

Mothers think this is in children’s best interest overall.

7’b

Mothers and children can continue attending.

Derailers:
VII’a

conflicting norms or priorities
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VII’b

physical or economic preventions

Box 8: mothers follow the advice.
Principle 8–9: children who are better nourished begin to grow more.
Support factor:
8a

The advice and help are a good way to better nourish those children.

Derailer:
VIIIa

Other factors (such as illness) impede growth.

Box 9: undernourished children from clinic begin to grow faster.

Box 10: mothers and children continue attending clinic and getting advice and help.
Principle 9, 10–11: children who are better nourished grow faster.
Support factor:
9, 10a

The advice and help are a good way to better nourish those children
across time.

Derailers:
IX, Xa

Other factors (such as illness) impede growth.

IX, Xb

Failure at local or district level to supply advice or help.

Box 11: children attending clinic grow faster than before.

Let us now show how this could have been built up one stage at a time to give you a sense
of what is involved in building a pToC like this. It is important to realise that this will not
really involve a linear progression of thought. Middle-level pToCs are often a good example
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of grounded theory, where the theory emerges as it is developed. Each stage in the
development informs the others. Work on one kind of assumption may provoke a rethinking
of some assumptions made earlier, or as different assumptions are added, it may become
clear that the initial sequence of intermediate stages needs to be modified. What matters is
that at the finish, the pToC as a whole is coherent and credible. The simple input–output
ToC looks like Figure 22.
Figure 22: a simple input–output ToC representation

Next, we introduce the significant causal steps in between, as in Figure 23. Doing the
necessary thinking and research to work out what the process is supposed to be and how
the programme input initiates it is large part of the work of designing a programme that can
be expected to carry through from start to finish.
Figure 23: representation of significant causal steps in between

Next, all the support factors, derailers and safeguards must be added. Consider steps 2 to 3:
‘Infants’ weight data is recorded in phones’ leads to ‘Accurate classification of infants’
growth status by mHealth technology’. This step will tend to work because of the principle
that the mHealth technology does accurate calculations of growth status, as represented in
Figure 24.
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Figure 24: adding in together the support factors, derailers and safeguards for this step

But we also see that in order to get from this step to the next, the mHealth technology must
be well designed for the job, and community health workers must input the correct data in
the correct format. The whole process will also be derailed if the technology fails to operate.
For legibility, in the full middle-level pToC diagram for mHealth (Figure 21), all these
descriptions have been abbreviated to their label as assigned in the key. Furthermore,
principle arrows have been omitted, though these are detailed in the key. It is critical that
principles are discovered and recorded, even if it may not be possible to include the arrows
representing them in a legible diagram.
Building up the process in this way enables to see how many things can go wrong or prevent
the programme from achieving the intended outcome. In the middle-level pToC for
mHealth, there are more than 21 factors to consider if the programme is to work as
intended. As always, decisions about how serious these problems might prove to be,
whether they can be worked around, what the costs and benefits are and for whom of
trying and failing (or trying something else or nothing at all) requires good sense and good
judgement and can seldom be highly certain.
5.3 Case study 2: anti-corruption
This middle-level anti-corruption pToC is built from considerations, primarily by PERL (the
programme that works with government and civil society to improve the delivery of public
services), about how corruption can be or has been reduced in Nigeria. There are many
high-level theories available for practitioners to interpret the Nigerian public sector. The
more academic theory is captured by the concept of neopatrimonialism (where a distinction
between public or state wealth and the private wealth of the ruler becomes blurred). The
more practical theory is captured by the concept of good governance (where governance
must become less corrupt before the state can intervene in the economy). However, highlevel theories threaten to overlook the more fine-grained context-specific and time-specific
facts on the ground that frame how particular governments can and should perform. So, the
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ideal solutions that high-level theories produce tend to become suboptimal solutions and
even harmful under real-world conditions.
In response, Merilee Grindle argues practitioners should avoid one-size-fits-all theories and
idealised end states, and aim instead for more contextualised theories. 72 In a similar spirit,
Future State and Sue Unsworth advise practitioners to set aside their own ideals or
preconceptions.73 Rather, practitioners should start from the country’s reality on the ground
and aim for more local and incremental institutional reform. In particular, researchers from
the Overseas Development Institute’s African Power and Politics Programme (APPP)
recommends that the international community assesses institutional reform in the light of
more rigorously researched causal linkages between political institutions and development
outcomes.74 So, practitioners need a more fine-grained conceptual framework that
prioritises second-best or hybrid solutions that work with the grain of local communities.75
However, it is unrealistic to expect practitioners to conduct a deep contextual analysis of
every new context. Consequently, practitioners need access to middle-level theories,
especially middle-level overall programme pToCs, drawing on practical principles that are
supported by a body of theory and that are empirically robust across a range of contexts.
Within the Nigerian public sector, PERL has identified what Roll calls ‘pockets of
effectiveness’.76 PERL uses a ‘positive deviance’methodology, which identifies anomalous
islands of success within a dysfunctional system.77 The pockets of effectiveness were not
from international donor interventions but emerged from within the system. The good
governance reforms promoted by international actors often misunderstand the realities of
how power is ordered in a given local context, and they also neglects the political barriers
that derail policy implementations.78 Competition for oil rents dominates the political
economy of Nigeria, and the (mis)allocation of oil rents often worsens the ethnic and
political divisions within Nigerian society.79 So successful public sector reform is not purely a
technical activity but demands political skills and organisational knowledge. In particular,
these tend to emerge from the interplay between political, organisational and societal
factors.
APPP argues that the two competing frameworks – the supply-side approach and the
demand-side approach – both share a common principal-agent framework. The implicit but
central assumption of the principal-agent framework is that individual actors – whether
public servants or private citizens – possess a strong and simple motivation to make public
services less corrupt and more effective. According to APPP, the supply-side approach
assumes individual public servants have a commitment to provide effective public services.
With this high-level conception of individual public servants in mind, the supply-side
approach questions how to enable well-motivated public servants to overcome external
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structural barriers within institutions. The preferred instruments include budget support,
technical assistance, policy monitoring and dialogue.
However, APPP criticises the supply-side approach as managerialist and insufficiently
sensitive to the political factors at play within poor public sector performance. In response,
the demand-side approach aims to counterbalance the weaknesses in the supply-side
approach by politically empowering citizens and politically mobilising civil society to hold
governments to account. Nevertheless, the demand-side approach repeats the same
mistake of the supply-side approach by assuming that individual private citizens have a
simple desire and capability to hold governments to account. Either way, the principal-agent
approach often produces generic analysis that risks the false hope of silver bullet solutions.
Worse, its high-level conception of individual actors black boxes complex political decisions
which are often framed by context-specific and time-specific facts on the ground.
In response, a ‘collective action’ approach provides a middle-level general programme
theory, as in our assumption type 1, which allows practitioners to open up the black box of
complex political decisions and provide more localised and incremental solutions. The
collective action approach views effective public services as public goods that create freerider problems. The basic public good or free-rider problem is that everyone would benefit
from less corrupt and more effective public services, but everyone would prefer that
someone else, somewhere else did the intensive work necessary to implement successful
reform. The collective action approach stresses the significance of arrangements that assist
with local problem-solving, instead of the single-stranded solution or silver bullets that have
undue influence over development practice.
Good institutions solve problems arising in specific circumstances, meaning that generic
remedies will often miss the point and may well do harm. The collective action approach
allows for a more sophisticated interpretation that emphasises the overcoming of problems
of coordination, credibility and collective action among sets of actors with complex
interlocking interests. APPP suggests that good development institutions enable more
efficient and less corrupt provision of public services by safeguarding against locally specific
collective action problems. This promotes second-best or hybrid solutions that reduce the
costs of institutional innovation by working with the grain of local practices and norms.
In the light of a collective action framework, one small strand we have decided to pick out is
the significance of dedicated leadership. In particular, integrity is often powerful enough to
overcome free-rider problems. Individual leaders are in a position of power to implement
successful reform, and dedicated leaders are internally motivated enough to do the
necessary work. They do not wait to free-ride on someone else, but take it upon themselves
to attain effective reform. Once given the opportunity, dedicated leaders are able to change
mindsets and behaviours within the institution, spilling over into changing the mindset and
behaviour of the wider public, to attain successful reform. The most common indicator of
effective pockets is active political pressure. Competition for oil rents often derails
cooperation among political elites.80 Moreover, when the political elites do respond to
public demand, they tend to prefer providing discretionary handouts instead of public
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goods.81 As a result, public sector reform is often enabled through dedicated political
leaders with long-standing records of integrity. Reform-minded leaders are hard to identify
in advance, so it is better to identify indirect signals of integrity instead.
Two of the clearest cases of dedicated political leadership are President Obasanjo and Edo
State Governor Oshiomhole.82 President Obasanjo co-founded the anti-corruption agency
Transparency International, and the first bill he introduced as president was on anticorruption. Under his presidency, anti-corruption agencies became much more effective. In
particular, the anti-corruption agency, the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission
(EFCC) visibly arrested high-profile criminals thought untouchable, the Federal Inland
Revenue Service (FIRS) reduced the under-reporting of revenue and the National Agency for
Food and Drug Administration and Control (NAFDAC) reduced the number of counterfeit
drugs.83
The EFCC was ranked the most effective anti-corruption agency in Africa. It was created as a
response to the Financial Action Task Force adding Nigeria to the list of non-cooperative
countries or territories for not combating money laundering. Nigeria was removed from the
list in 2013. Second, Governor Oshiomhole was more extrinsically motivated to achieve
effective reform. It took a long legal dispute for him to win his election victory. After this his
local legitimacy rested in part on him getting better results than his predecessor.84 To do so,
Oshiomhole strategically targeted road construction for quick, visible and attributable
results to increase public support before he addressed less tangible reforms such as creating
job-friendly economic growth.
Abah and Roll identify that successful organisations commonly head hunt leaders in light of
their proven integrity over technical expertise, and integrity tends to be prioritised
throughout the pockets of effectiveness.85 Akunyili, leading the NAFDAC, is Nigeria’s public
sector executive with most awards. With the support of President Obasanjo, Akunyili was
determined to reduce counterfeit drugs after her sister died from counterfeit insulin. 86
Akunyili carefully recruited on the basis of integrity and won NAFDAC autonomy from the
Ministry of Health. From 2001 till 2006 the sale of counterfeit drugs dropped from 41 per
cent to 16.7 per cent.
Subsequently, Ndaguba, leading the NAPTIP (National Agency for the Prohibition of Traffic
in Persons), handpicked her staff with integrity as a priority, and they remained intrinsically
motivated to combat human trafficking by meeting the victims.87 Ndaguba lobbied for legal
amendments to give the NAPTIP powers to prosecute traffickers in-house, which enabled it
to avoid delays, coordination problems with external agencies and political interference.88
The NAPTIP secured 57 convictions for human trafficking in 2003–9, more than half of all
convictions in Africa. Finally, Oshiomhole benefited from internal disputes within the
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opposition party, the People’s Democratic Party (PDP). With no coherent opposition, he
could implement his reform agenda unimpeded.89
Increased autonomy was often necessary to enable dedicated leaders to act effectively.
Rogger found that decentralised organisations had a 40 per cent higher rate of project
completion than centralised ministries because of their higher degree of autonomy.90 The
organisations were free from political interference and from delays caused by a need to
collaborate with outside organisations. This higher degree of institutional autonomy
enabled dedicated leaders to implement targeted reform efforts, and effective political
management safeguarded the more autonomous organisations from the risk of corruption.
Moreover, the organisational leaders often gave more autonomy to lower-level
bureaucrats. This often went with the grain of their intrinsic motivation to perform well,
despite increasing the opportunities for corruption.
Rasul and Rogger, after comparing the completion rates of 4,700 projects across the
Nigerian civil service, identified projects where managers were willing to delegate decisions
to more junior civil servants and give them more autonomy that correlatively had higher
rates of project completion.91
The centralised Ministry of Budget and National Planning often left out decentralised
bureaucrats from reform discussions and as a result they resisted implementation. In
contrast, The Public Financial Management (PFM) reforms in Nigeria included other
bureaucrats as agents of change, instead of targets, to build trust. The PFM amended policy
collaboratively with these bureaucrats. They then delivered the earliest executive budget to
the legislature in ten years.92 In Ogun State, tight deadlines motivated bureaucrats to
respond rapidly, and secured their continued buy-in to reform efforts.93 The introduction of
impersonal and predictable technology, backed with high-level political support for effective
sanctions, safeguarded reform efforts from corruption and enabled sustainability. 94
The World Bank (2003) blames the lack of social accountability for poor government
performance. However, this demand-side approach overlooks the complexity of the local
collective action problems that citizens face, and there is little evidence that civil society
enables effective reform. On the other hand, coalitions often form once citizens see early
signals of reform to safeguard it from external corruption.95 With systemic failure in mind,
citizens tend to become motivated to value reform only once they see tangible signs that
reform efforts are meaningful. In particular, the media can identify the tangible signs of
reform that enable public support. Public support enables an organisation to gain local
legitimacy, which safeguards that organisation from political interference and enables it to
get sustained funding.
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First, Abah details how the Bureau of Public Service Reforms (BPSR) used citizen voices
through surveys, key informant interviews, pictures with geotagging, focus group
discussions and mystery shopping (where bureau staff disguise themselves as members of
the public trying to obtain public services) to increase demand for change within the
Nigerian public sector.96 Second, NAFDAC gained more political support than the Standards
Organisation of Nigeria since there was more public outrage over counterfeit drugs than
over counterfeit consumer goods.97 Third, once the media communicated that the EFCC had
made high-profile arrests of untouchable criminals, public support rose; this protected the
EFCC from political attempts to derail or hinder its work, and secured its funding. These
success stories allow us to start constructing a middle-level theory of how dedicated
leadership can contribute towards successful public sector reform.
From PERL’s recent research on Nigerian public sector performance, we extracted specific
claims that we judged as significant for a middle-level programme pToC. With these building
blocks to hand, we constructed an initially plausible pToC for such a programme (see Figure
25, the key for which is in Frame 2). However, the central purpose of our ToC below is
merely to show how practitioners can start to develop middle-level pToCs of their own. Our
pToC is not intended as a finished article. Our steps and their support factors and derailers
are primarily based upon our own desk-based theorising from a distance in the light of
PERL’s current research.
It is important to note that the pToC in Figure 25 explores only one pathway to successful
public sector reform out of many explored by PERL. It is thus not a general theory for overall
public sector reform but rather a general theory for one strand of public sector reform,
centred around the significance of dedicated political leadership over and above well
credentialed leadership. As already explained, PERL explores the anomalous real-world
cases of good governance on the ground. One commonality among the anomalies is
dedicated leadership. Here we construct a sample pToC for how dedicated leadership can
spearhead public sector reform.
Frame 2
Overall programme theory (assumption type 1): the dedication of leadership is to make
reform efforts resilient to the complex derailers that it needs to overcome. This is to lead to
institutional reform that is visible to the public, which in turn is to lead to the outcome of
widespread public support and to the embedding and stabilising of the reform within the
wider society.
Box 1: leaders and bureaucrats with credentials signalling integrity are hired (over those
signalling expertise).
Principle 1–2: if leaders and bureaucrats with credentials signalling integrity are hired when
the credentials actually signal integrity and there are no high payoffs for false integrity
signals or a lapse in character, then leaders and bureaucrats with integrity enter into the
positions of political power.
96
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Support factor:
1a

The credentials signal integrity.

Derailers:
Ia

high payoffs for false integrity signals

Ib

lapses in character between signalling and being hired

Box 2: leaders and bureaucrats with integrity in positions of political power.
Principle 2–3: if leaders and bureaucrats with integrity are in positions of political power
with firm characters and no overpowering or subtle corruption, then the leaders and
bureaucrats are resistant to external corruption.
Support factor:
2a

Character remains firm in the positions of power.

Derailers:
IIa

distributive competition for rents

IIb

overpowering corruption

IIc

subtle corruption

Box 3: leaders and bureaucrats resistant to external corruption.
Principle 3–4: if the leaders and bureaucrats are resistant to external corruption, and
decentralised bureaucrats recognise leaders’ resistance and desire to change and are
included in reform discussions by centralised organisations, then decentralised bureaucrats
believe in change.
Support factors:
3a

Decentralised bureaucrats recognise the leaders’ resistance.

3b

Decentralised bureaucrats desire change.

Derailer:
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IIIa

decentralised bureaucrats excluded from reform discussions by centralised
organisations

Box 4: Decentralised bureaucrats believe in change
Principle 4–5: if decentralised bureaucrats believe in change and the reform-minded leaders
motivate them; if the apathetic bureaucrats go with what they believe is the flow of the
majority and they are equipped to work towards reform and there are no excessive barriers;
then decentralised bureaucrats work towards reform.
Support factors:
4a

Reform-minded leaders motivate bureaucrats with tight deadlines.

4b

Apathetic bureaucrats go with the flow.

4c

Apathetic bureaucrats believe the majority believe in change.

4d

Decentralised bureaucrats are in positions to work towards reform.

4e

Apathetic bureaucrats have knowledge and skills to work towards reform.

Derailers:
IVa

excessive penalties for working towards reform

IVb

other priorities dominate

Box 5: decentralised bureaucrats work towards reform.
Principle 5–6: if decentralised bureaucrats work towards reform, disempowered
bureaucrats believe more are working towards reform and there are no big threats from
outside, then disempowered bureaucrats work towards reform.
Support factor:
5a

Disempowered bureaucrats believe more are working towards reform.

Derailer:
Va

big threats from outside
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Box 6: disempowered bureaucrats work towards reform.
Principle 6–7: if most bureaucrats work towards reform, that majority has sufficient power,
they interact with each other and there are no excessive obstacles, then a pro-reform
organisation forms.
Support factors:
6a

Majority has sufficient power.

6b

Majority interacts with each other.

Derailer:
VIa

strong structural, physical, financial obstacles to the existence of such an
organisation

Box 7: a pro-reform organisation
Principle 7–8: if there is a pro-reform organisation and inter-organisational interaction, then
a pro-reform culture is formed.
Support factor:
7a.

inter-organisational interaction

Box 8: a pro-reform culture
Principle 8–9: if a pro-reform culture forms, the organisation gains the legal power to act,
political approval and approval from a silent public, then the organisation acts.
Support factors:
8a

legal power to act

8b

political approval

8c

silent public approval

Box 9: organisation acts.
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Principle 9–10: if the organisation acts and gets early, big, visible and attributable successes
that signal legal credibility to citizens, then citizen coalitions form.
Support factors:
9a

early, big, visible and attributable successes

9b

signals of legal credibility to citizens

Box 10: citizen coalition
Principle 10–11: if citizen coalitions form as embodiments of public opinion with a reenergised citizenry and organisations can get quick and easy access to public opinion, then
organisations respond to citizen demand.
Support factors:
10a

Public opinion embodied.

10b

Citizens (re-)energised.

10c

Quick and easy access to public opinion.

Box 11: organisation responds to citizen demand.
Principle 11–12: if the organisation responds to citizen demand, communicates with the
local community and serves community needs, then the organisation gains local legitimacy.
Support factors:
11a

communication with the local community

11b

serving community needs

Box 12: locally legitimate organisation
Principle 12–13: if the organisation is locally legitimate through a sustained reform mindset,
established feedback loops and an established harmony with the local community, power
remains decentralised and local community voices remain heard, then the reform is socially
stable.
Support factors:
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12a

Remaining reform-minded.

12b

Established feedback loops.

12c

Harmony with the local community.

Derailers:
XIIa

Power becomes centralised.

XIIb

Political elites crowd out local community voices.

Box 13: socially stable reform

Figure 25: one possible middle-level pToC for PERL

5.4 Case study 3: conditional cash transfers aiming to increase school enrolment
The use of CCTs to support essential household consumption and to increase investment in
health and/or education is a very well-studied development intervention. Since the
implementation of PROGRESSA by the Mexican government in 1997, similar CCT
programmes have been adopted by low- and middle-income country governments around
the world. A 2015 systematic review by Snilstveit et al. identified 50 experimental or quasiexperimental impact evaluations of 38 distinct programmes from all over the global south.
While CCTs originate in Latin America, Snilstveit et al. identify seven programmes in subSaharan Africa, six in the East Asia and Pacific region, and five in South Asia.
As well as being elaborated and tested in very numerous publications, the general
assumption type 1 theory that justifies and underpins CCT programmes is fairly simple and is
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homogenous between authors. This makes CCT programmes a good case study for the
construction of a middle-level pToC. The theory synthesised and represented through the
pToC below was drawn mainly from six narrative and systematic reviews of CCT
programmes aiming in part or whole to increase levels of school enrolment of children.98 As
mentioned above, CCTs often target outcomes in health and education. In order to render
the pToC developed here comprehensible, we focus only on the components of a CCT
aiming to increase school enrolment through payments conditional on school attendance.
The central theoretical insight that motivates cash transfers for school enrolment is that
households may be liquidity constrained in their investments in children’s education by the
absence or poor functioning of credit markets (Fiszbein and Schady 2009). They may also
face financial barriers specifically to education in the form of direct costs such as school
fees, uniforms, transport etc. and/or indirect costs in the form of returns from activities that
are constrained by enrolment in school, such as child labour (Edmonds 2008; Snilstveit et al.
2015).99
In the presence of financial barriers to enrolment, settings will tend to be characterised by a
level of enrolment that is below what the literature refers to as the household’s ‘privately
optimal level’ – the level of enrolment that the household would choose had that choice not
been constrained. However, there is a further distinction to be made between the ‘true’
privately optimal level of investment in education (and therefore school enrolment), and
the level that is perceived to be optimal by households.100 The ‘true’ privately optimal level
of investment in education for a given agent, i.e. an individual or a household, is the level of
investment that maximises rationally expected returns – expected benefits from higher
income compared to costs. There will be a difference between this level and the level that is
perceived to be optimal by the agent if the agent suffers from failures of rationality or holds
erroneously low beliefs about the returns from education. It will also diverge if the agent is
optimising on dimensions other than future returns, e.g. in the presence of familial or
community norms about what is an appropriate level of education for whom. It is this
perceived privately optimal level of enrolment that is important for household decisionmaking, rather than the ‘true’ level.
As well as the privately optimal level of enrolment and the ‘true’ optimal level of enrolment,
states often target a socially optimal level of enrolment, often 100 per cent (Das et al. 2005).
It is the existence of a difference between the privately optimal level of enrolment and the
‘true’ or socially optimal levels of enrolment that motivates the use of CCTs. By making
payments to households conditional on children’s attendance at school above a certain
threshold, normally 80 per cent, CCTs increase the cost of not sending children to school,
providing an incentive over and above the household’s perception of the returns from
education. The strength of this incentive varies with the extent to which households
understand programme conditions and expect them to be enforced.
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Baird et al. 2013; Das et al. 2005; Fiszbein and Schady 2009; Garcia and Saavedra 2013; Grosh et al. 2008;
Snilstveit et al. 2015
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It is not correct to say that child labour is ruled out by school attendance, let alone enrolment. This is especially true in a context such as Brazil, where children attend school in four-hour shifts and often work around
them. However, schooling at the very least constrains this activity.
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Fiszbein and Schady 2009 is the most complete treatment.
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It has been compellingly argued by Gaarder (2012) and Baird et al. (2013) that cash transfer
programmes exist on a continuum of conditionality from unconditional cash transfers, with
no explicit conditions regarding health or education behaviours, to CCTs with conditions
that are known to recipients, and well monitored and enforced. Between these two
extremes are labelled transfers that are associated to some extent with use for a particular
purpose, either through their name, the location of disbursement or even an explicit set of
directions for use or a stated conditionality, but without any enforced conditionality. Such
transfers may induce an increase in enrolment above a purely unconditional cash transfer in
settings where an increase in the importance of education is sufficient to induce behaviour
change. Benhassine et al. (2015) have tested the strength of the labelling effect in one
setting, finding almost no difference on that occasion between a labelled transfer with no
stated conditionality and an enforced conditional transfer in that setting.
Cash transfers conditional on school attendance, then, tend to cause increases in school
enrolment through three distinct causal channels. First, transfers tend to have a direct
income effect, relieving liquidity constraints and allowing households to invest more in
education to the extent that this is the household’s priority. Second, the conditionality
associated with transfers tends to increase the cost of not enrolling children, creating a
substitution or price effect that motivates households to educate children even to a level
above the household’s privately optimal level. Third, the labelling of transfers as intended
for education will tend to induce a nudge effect, increasing the importance of education to
households in some settings and making them more likely to enrol their children in school.
Frame 3
Overall programme theory (assumption type 1): Households tend to spend in their
children’s best interests, but financial barriers (insufficient resources to meet the direct and
indirect costs of education) and non-financial barriers (such as incorrect beliefs about the
returns from education, excessive future discounting and intra-household bargaining
problems) can cause them to under-invest in schooling. Therefore, alleviating these barriers
by providing resources, nudges and incentives to enrol children in school tends to lead to
higher levels of enrolment.
Box 1: resources transferred to poor households.
Principle 1–2: increased resources allow households to spend more on their priorities and
enrolling unenrolled children in school tends to be a high priority for poor families,
especially at the start of a new academic year.
Principle 1–2: households tend to make education spending a higher priority when they
perceive education to be high value in general, when they perceive local provision to be of
high quality, and when they perceive the child in question to have higher ability.
Principle 1–2: programmes tend to help most people with the available resources when
errors of inclusion (unnecessary transfers) are balanced against errors of exclusion
(transfers not made to recipients who would benefit from them).
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Support factors:
1a

Transfers are low cost to recipients, e.g. they are easy to collect and to prove
eligibility for.

1b

Transfers are large enough to overcome costs of schooling.

1c

Transfers are well timed in the academic year.

1d

Children in the household are perceived by their parents to have higher
academic ability.

1e

The household considers education in general to be highly valuable.

1f

The household perceives the local school to be high quality.

1g

Transfers are well targeted to poor households.

1h

Households must have some non-enrolled children in order to decide to enrol
more children in school.101

Derailers:
Ia

Excessive future discounting may undermine households’ desire to invest
now for future returns.

Ib

Other spending priorities may exceed children’s schooling.

Ic

Temptation of spending may divert resources.

Id

The direct costs of education, such as fees, uniforms and transport, and the
indirect costs of education, such as forgone child earnings, may prevent
households from enrolling children in school, even in the presence of
transfers.

Safeguard:
αa

Transfers may be made to mothers, who may be more likely to prioritise
children’s interests and less likely to indulge in temptation spending.

Box 1’: transfers labelled as education related.
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This may seem too obvious to mention, but for many households recipient of CCTs in many locations, this is
not the case. It is important to remember that a CCT is a mass treatment and effects are concentrated in what
may be a small minority of households, depending on targeting strategy. This is particularly important to remember in the context of the statistical detection of effects in large populations.
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Principle 1 + 1’–2: labelling a transfer tends to increase the importance of the indicated
good and increase spending on that good, even in the absence of a requirement to spend
the transfer on the good.
Support factors:
1’a

the location in which the transfer takes place being related to education

1’b

the name of the transfer being associated with investing in children’s
education

Box 1’’: conditionality of transfers on school attendance communicated.
Principle 1 + 1’’–2: making continued transfers conditional on some requirement (in this
case, attending school above a certain threshold) increases the expected cost of not
meeting that requirement, inducing a substitution or price effect, which tends to increase
the desirability of meeting the requirement.
Support factors:
1’’a

Conditions are announced.

1’’b

There is a credible threat of enforcement of the conditions.

Derailer:
I’’a

Conditionality not understood.

Box 2: households decide to enrol more children and deliver them for enrolment.
Principle 2–3: when a school is presented with a child for enrolment, that child tends to be
enrolled.
Support factors:
2a

School able to enrol a new student.

2b

Place available or the possibility of creating one for a new student to be
enrolled.

Box 3: more children are enrolled in school.
Box 3’: background level of enrolment.
Principle 3, 3’–4: some enrolled children tend to drop out of school.
Box 4: some children cease to attend school.
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Principle 4–5: programme administrators tend to enforce programme conditions when they
are informed of non-compliance.
Support factors:
4a

Non-attendees identified by the school in order to inform the programme
administrators.

4b

Programme administrators informed of the identities of non-attending
students to enforce programme conditions.

Derailers:
IVa

Programme administrators feel compassion for or solidarity with households
with non-attending children and are unwilling to enforce program conditions.

IVb

Long time lags in low- and middle-income country administrative systems
(which may mean transfers to identified non-compliers continue for as long
as a year after dropout, diminishing the incentives to comply with
conditions).

Safeguard:
δa

A highly formalised system with oversight and accountability mechanisms will
tend to limit programme administrators’ ability to exercise compassion or
enact solidarity.

Box 5: transfers to households with dropouts stopped.
Principle 5–1’’b: awareness of the enforcement of programme conditions on others
increases the credibility of the threat to enforce program conditions on oneself.
Support factors:
5a

Visibility to other recipients of the cessation of transfers.

5b

The reason for the cessation of transfers is understood to be the enforcement
of programme conditions.

The middle-level pToC for CCTs for child school enrolment described above is represented in
Figure 16.
This diagram helps the reader to understand several features of the model of programme
causation laid out here. First, box 1, along with its support factors, causes box 2
independently of boxes 1’ and 1’’. This reflects the fact that unconditional, unlabelled
transfers can be effective. The conditionality and labelling attached to CCTs are additive
features that may help the transfer of resources to be more effective in the right sorts of
settings. Therefore, the conjunction of box 1, box 1’ and their respective support factors
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also causes box 2. The same is true of the conjunction of box 1, box 1’’ and their respective
support factors.
Second, there is a causal loop in the model. More children being enrolled will lead to some
of those children dropping out, in addition to the background level of enrolment also
leading to some children dropping out. This in turn tends to cause transfers to households
with dropouts being stopped, which tends to reinforce the credibility of the threat of
enforcement of programme conditionality.
We can also see the various derailers present in the middle-level pToC, which causal
relations they threaten, and what safeguards might be implemented to inhibit their action.
Both the diagram and the written model are necessary to clearly capture the patterns of
causation implied by the pToC and the causal tendency principles that underpin the model.
6 In sum
Predictions that a development programme will make the expected contribution in a given
local setting are always highly uncertain and it is difficult to provide good justifications for
them. Here we have offered a systematic account of the type of information that can make
these predictions more reliable, and a framework that can be used to think about this
information and express it. This framework is also useful for post hoc evaluation of whether
a programme contributed to the outcomes as expected.
There are two categories of middle-level theory that can help in predicting a programme’s
effectiveness in a target setting. First: pToCs, both general and locally thickened. Second:
the middle-level principles that justify each step in such stepwise theories of change. In this
paper we have specified the features that general programme theories must have in order
to be useful for improving the reliability of and rationale for predictions of effectiveness. We
have shown how they can be built and how they can be thickened to become locally
specific. We have also provided three case studies that illustrate the explanatory and
predictive power of this approach.
The account presented here of how to create an adequate pToC might seem very
demanding. However, designing effective programmes in complicated social settings is
challenging. In order for theories of these programmes to have predictive power, those
theories must be very well thought through. We hope that with practice, thinking in the way
that we suggest can become second nature. If such thinking were widespread, the quality of
design and evaluation of social programmes would be enormously improved.
On many occasions, for a variety of reasons you may not wish to invest the time, energy and
resources in constructing these pToCs, or you may not be able too. Nevertheless, the things
represented in the pToC are just what must transpire in loco if the programme is to succeed.
This is why having a well-developed pToC for the programme provides solid grounds for
predictions about its success in local settings, be they positive or negative predictions. For
this reason, it is certainly a good idea to know about them. More generally it is important
for the representation to be as good as possible in order to better understand how to
implement the predictions.
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Appendix: a primer on middle-level principles
In this appendix we attempt to provide a better background understanding of the middlelevel principles we have in mind, what can be done with them and what their limitations
are. Many of the middle-level principles that can be useful in designing development
interventions and in evaluating their chances of success in targeted settings are research
based.
In general, middle-level principles of use in development planning do not tell us what must
happen or even what does happen. Rather, they are what John Stuart Mill called ‘tendency’
principles,102 which indicate what effect a feature tends to cause. What a feature tends to
cause is what it will cause if all the right factors to help it do so are in order, and no other
causes of the same effect are in play. The word ‘tendency’ is meant to imply a kind of
regularity; Mill used the word to stress that what the cause produces ‘on its own’ is
generally what it ‘tries’ to produce when other causes act as well. It ‘pushes’ towards the
same effect even if the other causes dilute or enhance this effect. Therefore there is no
regularity between the operation of the tendency and what outcomes actually occur, but
only between the operation of the tendency and a push in the direction of the effect we
associate with it. We all know cases where an intervention has been highly effective but still
outcomes got worse because so many negative factors were building up at the same time.
To mark that these are tendency principles and that we cannot expect their effect to be
what actually appears when they operate, the words ‘may’, ‘can’ or ‘tends to’ are often
used. Here is an example from the 2019 programme level report on the PERL project in
Nigeria in which ‘will’ is used, though ‘tends to’ or ‘pushes towards’ (or ‘may’, which the
report uses elsewhere) would have been better:
PERL: Working on the connections between different levels of government (federal,
state and local) will enhance outcomes. (p. 3)
Often the tendency principles of use in social planning describe the operation of
psychological or social dispositions that are widespread in individuals or institutions, or
widespread in specific settings or cultures. Sometimes they are dispositions particular to
local institutional structures. In either case, where present, they still may need triggering. As
we have discussed, they will also need the requisite support factors to be in place and
derailers to be guarded against if they are to act as we expect
There is generally some overall principle that suggests that the programme can produce the
targeted outcome. This is the first assumption on our list of assumptions that are needed to
lay out a good middle-level programme pToC. But beyond that, each step in the pToC is
expected to produce the next, and that cannot be by accident. There must be some reason
that an earlier factor can produce a later one if we are to rely on that happening – some
principle under which it happens. But the causal principles involved are rarely those that get
labelled ‘laws’;nrandomised controlled trials. Nevertheless, they are what make our policies
work.
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The social/political theorist Jon Elster calls these ‘mechanisms’, but this is a word with dozens of different
meanings in social science and in the evaluation literature, so we avoid it.
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pToCs for the same kind of intervention can be at different levels of generality. One of our
aims in this paper is to describe what researchers and programme developers should
provide in a middle-level programme pToC that will help local individual policy decision
makers and implementers thicken it to produce a local pToC they can use for predicting if
and how the interventions will work. But clearly middle-level pToCs can vary dramatically in
level of generality too.
Just as middle-level pToCs themselves can vary in levels of generality, the middle-level
tendency principles involved in them can vary too, from fairly general to fairly local.
Principles that are too high buy generality at the cost of utility. Some ideas of Jonathan Fox
(2015) from a paper on social accountability strategies (SAcc) to improve institutional
performance help to illustrate this point. Fox discusses four conceptual frameworks
imported from other intellectual agenda that have not served well. One, at least, is a
paradigm of higher as opposed to middle-level theory. It is the gent theory, which the
World Bank’s 2004 World Development Report (WDR) advocates. Principal-agent theory
assumes the relatively high-level tendency principle, which we shall label ‘PAP’:
PAP: Public sector performance can be improved if incentives-based contracts (or as
WDR suggests, ‘compacts’) are implemented between citizens (principals) and
government institutions (agents).
Fox suggests that in many cases where improvement is needed, citizens are not principals in
the relevant sense of being in charge, nor do they have homogeneous interests. This points
to one of the standard problems with using high theory: the concepts involved tend to be so
abstract that it is hard to tell when they apply. PAP may be a good general tendency
principle, one that applies widely to agents and principals. But whether someone can be
considered an agent/principal depends on the local setting, to be decided case by case on
some concrete criteria that are no part of the theory. Middle-level theory uses far more
concrete concepts whose applicability is easier to adjudicate. This is one reason why theory
at the middle-level can be so useful.
Many of the tendency principles we can call on for development planning and prediction are
research based. The research that supports these will be highly varied in form and method.
The principal-agency principle cited above comes out of a tradition of rational choice
modelling. It is a more detailed version of an even more general principle that economists
are always reminding us of: ‘pPeople respond to incentives’.
Priming theory provides an example of a tendency principle that is based primarily on
psychological laboratory studies, one that the UK nudge strategy relies on heavily: ‘sSubtle
cues in the environment may have significant, reliable effects on behaviour’. The PERL
principle cited above is said to have moderate evidence in its favour in Nigerian settings
(PERL 2009, p. 3).
Fox offers a number of propositions he thinks important to consider for social accountability
projects, some of which are tendency principles, such as this one:
Voice can be constrained by ‘the fear factor’.
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These, he explains, were ‘initially developed inductively from both top-down and bottom-up
SAcc efforts in Mexico over more than two decades’ (p. 352).
Other tendencies that we regularly rely on are familiar and well known, for instance that
mothers seek to nurture and protect their children. These do not need research to establish
them. Our problem in using them is not that we have insufficient reason to think they obtain
widely, but rather that we are often not sure what will reliably trigger them, what might get
in their way or what mothers themselves may conceive as nurturing or protecting.
We apologise if we are making heavy weather of this. But the tendency principles needed
for pToCs are causal principles, and it has become a mantra in evidence-based policy that
causal principles need randomised controlled trials to back them up. Tendency principles do
not have the right character to be tested by randomised controlled trials. They are instead
backed up, as most of proper science is, byrequire a tangle of conceptualising work, concept
validation studies, theorising and a great variety of case studies.103 Because of this, some
policy developers and researchers may be reluctant to be explicit about them, for fear of
appearing to offer low-quality work.
Whether they are acknowledged or not, tendency principles are what will allow the
programme to work, if it does. These principles need to be clearly and explicitly stated in the
middle-level programme pToC so that local decision makers and planners can consider
whether they can and will operate in the local setting. Adding these principles can, in
general, be a powerful new tool for effectiveness prediction in the toolbox of evidencebased policy.

103

See for example Cartwright et al. Forthcoming.
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